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Abstract

From a sample of almost 1.2 million hadronic events collected with the Aleph 

detector at Lep during 1990-92, events containing an energetic final state photon 

attributable to quark bremsstrahlung are selected after clustering all the constituent 

particles into jets and identifying photons with a fraction z > 0.7 of their associated 

jet’s energy. Unlike previous analyses which used a two-step, isolation cone algorithm 

to select only isolated photons, this new ‘democratic’ algorithm allows the selection of 

photons within resolved hadronic jets, corresponding to emission at a much later stage 

of the hadronisation process. After verifying that the dominant backgrounds arising 

from non-prompt photons are reliably simulated by a parton shower Monte Carlo 

model, their contribution to the selected sample is estimated and subtracted statistically 

from the measured photon + rc-jet rates. The quark-to-photon fragmentation function, 

Z)q_).7 (z), is then extracted directly from the measured prompt photon production rate 

in events comprising one ‘photon’ jet and one other hadronic jet. Working with an 

O (aas) matrix element calculation in the MS renormalisation scheme, the unknown 

non-perturbative contribution to Dq̂ ( z )  is determined at high z. This measurement 

provides a better description of quark bremsstrahlung than hitherto employed in high 

energy electron-positron collisions and may prove useful in describing inclusive prompt 

photon production at hadron-hadron colliders. Isolated photon production rates are 

measured as a function of the jet resolution parameter, ycut. Good agreement is found 

with predictions from the above O (a a s)  matrix element calculation. Comparisons 

are also made with the rates predicted by the parton shower models Jetset, Herwig 

and Ariadne. A set of global event variables are calculated for the hadronic system in 

events comprising an energetic isolated photon and plotted as a function of the hadronic 

centre of mass energy. Comparisons are made with equivalent predictions from parton 

shower models where the events comprise an isolated photon and with events generated 

over a range of centre of mass energies.
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Chapter 1

Photon Emission in Hadronic Events

1.1 Introduction

Particle physics is the study of matter using high energy interactions to probe at 

increasingly smaller distance scales. The goal is to obtain a complete understanding of 

the ultimate constituents of matter and their interactions. A combination of theoretical 

predictions and experimental discoveries has led to the development of the Standard 

Model, a mathematical description of our current knowledge of elementary particles in 

terms of fields and their interactions.

1.2 The Standard Model

Quarks and Leptons

The Standard Model postulates that matter is composed of two families of structureless, 

spin-1 fermions: quarks and leptons. The fractionally charged quarks were originally 

invented to help explain the patterns emerging in the multitude of short-lived particles 

discovered during the latter half of this century. Experimental evidence that they 

correspond to physical entities came from deep inelastic scattering of electrons from 

protons, some of the electrons being deflected through large angles indicating that 

the structure of the proton could not be homogeneous, but must be composed of 

small, point-like partons. The leptons carry integral charge: the electron, muon and

1
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First Generation
Particle Symbol Spin Charge Mass (GeV)
Electron Neutrino Ve 1 /2 0 < 7.2 x 10- 9
Electron e 1 /2 - 1 0.51 x 10-3
Up Quark u 1 /2 2/3 -  5 x 10” 3
Down Quark d 1 /2 -1 /3 -  9 x 10-3

Second Generation
Particle Symbol Spin Charge Mass (GeV)
Muon Neutrino 1/2 0 < 2.7 x 10" 4
Muon M 1 /2 - 1 0.106
Charm Quark c 1 /2 2/3 -  1.35
Strange Quark s 1/2 -1 /3 -0 .1 7 5

Third Generation
Particle Symbol Spin Charge Mass (GeV)
Tau Neutrino vT 1 /2 0 < 3 x 10~2
Tau T 1 /2 - 1 1.78
Top Quark (?) t 1 /2 2/3 174 ±  17
Bottom Quark b 1 /2 -1 /3 - 4 .5

Table 1.1: The quarks and leptons of the Standard Model

tau having a charge of —1 with their corresponding neutrinos having charge 0. The 

fermions are grouped into three generations with remarkably similar features. Indeed, 

the masses of the quarks and leptons represents the only significant difference between 

the generations. Table 1.1 lists the quarks and leptons of the Standard Model.

The first generation contains the constituents of ordinary matter. The second and 

third include heavy unstable elementary particles, which can only be studied in high 

energy processes.

Recent precision measurements of the total width of the Z°, measured by scanning 

around the resonance at Lep, have constrained the number of light neutrino generations 

to be three [1]. In the context of the Standard Model, this also constrains the number 

of generations of quarks and leptons to be three, thus leaving only the top quark 

remaining to be unambiguously identified, although first evidence for its production 

has been recently presented by the CDF collaboration [2].
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Four Forces

During the nineteen-forties, the Maxwellian idea of charged particles interacting 

through electromagnetic fields was combined with the then recent developments in rel- 

ativistic quantum mechanics to form the theory of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). 

This local gauge theory (the theory is invariant under local symmetry transformations) 

describes interactions between charged fermions as an exchange of bosonic particles, 

the gauge bosons of the theory. In the case of the electromagnetic interaction, the gauge 

bosons are identified as photons. The coupling constant, a , which characterises the 

strength of these interactions is small, so perturbation theory can be safely applied to 

calculate cross-sections for electromagnetic processes.

AnHceo 137

Given the success of QED in describing precision measurements of the magnetic 

moments of the electron and muon, it was used as a model for describing the other 

forces or interactions which were observed between particles.

The weak force, which was first postulated to explain /7-decays of nuclei, has 

also been formulated as a gauge theory, analogously to QED. The weakness of the 

interactions at low energies arises because the gauge bosons, the W* and the Z°, are 

massive. These massive particles were introduced when the weak interaction was first 

developed as a gauge theory during the nineteen-sixties, and their discovery by the UA1 

and UA2 experiments at C ern ’s SPS collider in 1983 [3] was strong supporting evidence 

for the theory. Within the framework of the Standard Model, the electromagnetic and 

weak interactions have been unified, that is described as different aspects of the same 

force, the electroweak interaction [4].

The strong interaction, responsible for binding quarks together to form hadrons, and 

in principle hadrons together to form composite particles such as nuclei, is described by 

the gauge theory known as Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). This name arises from 

an additional quantum number assigned to quarks, coloury introduced to ensure that 

several quarks of the same flavour could co-exist in the same angular momentum state 

yet still obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. Quarks can have any one of three colours (and
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the anti-quarks the corresponding anti-colours), while the gauge bosons of the theory, 

gluons, have eight possible colour states. No ‘coloured’ state has been observed -  only 

combinations of quarks which are ‘colourless’: hadrons are composed of either a quark 

and a corresponding anti-quark (mesons) or three quarks, one of each colour (baryons).

Unlike the electrically neutral photons of QED, the gluons of QCD carry a colour 

charge themselves, thus can interact with each other through the so-called three and 

four gluon vertices. Whereas in QED an electron is surrounded by a polarised cloud of 

virtual e+e~ pairs which ‘screen’ its charge (the positrons are preferentially attracted 

to the electron thus the ‘measured’ charge depends on the distance scale at which 

the electron is probed), the effect of the triple gluon vertex in QCD is to reverse this 

screening effect so, for example, a ‘red’ colour charge will be preferentially surrounded 

by other red colour charges. The net result is that the coupling constant a s appears to 

decrease at small distances. This is referred to as asymptotic freedom -  at very small 

distances two quarks will interact through colour fields of reduced strength and thus 

behave as essentially free, non-interacting particles. Only in this regime is a s small 

enough for perturbation theory to be valid. Even at separations of ~  1 fm, the typical 

size of hadrons, a s ~  1 and the quarks are tightly bound through gluon exchange. This 

mechanism is believed to be related to the non-observation of coloured states.

The distance scale to which a ‘probe particle’ can penetrate is related to its energy 

(higher energy particles can probe at smaller scales), thus the energy dependence of a s 

can be expressed in first order by:

where Q2 characterises the energy scale of the process, Njr is the number of quark 

flavours which can be produced at this scale, and A is a ‘reference’ energy scale.

The quantum treatment of the fourth fundamental force, gravity, is still an open 

question but the Einstein field equations indicate that it should be transmitted by 

massless, spin-2 gravitons. However, although important in describing the interactions 

between large bodies, the gravitational force is so weak that it can be safely neglected 

on the scales at which nuclear and particle physics are studied.
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Force Gauge Boson Spin Mass
Electromagnetic photon (7 ) 1 0

Weak W±, Z° 1 80.1 GeV, 91.2GeV
Strong gluon (g) 1 0

Gravitational graviton (G) 2 0

Table 1.2: The gauge bosons of the four fundamental forces

The gauge bosons which are believed to transmit the four fundamental forces are 

listed in Table 1.2.

1.3 Hadron Production in e+e~ Annihilation

A schematic diagram of a typical multi-hadronic event arising from an e+e~ annihilation 

is shown in Figure 1.1. In the first stage, an e+e” pair annihilates into a virtual 7 * or 

Z° resonance which subsequently decays into a qq pair. This process and its higher 

order corrections are well described by perturbation theory within the electroweak 

interactions of the Standard Model.

In the second stage, the initial quark-antiquark pair may radiate hard gluons, which 

in turn may radiate further gluons or split into qq pairs. This step may be described 

by strong perturbation theory, but since a s is relatively large compared to aem of 

the electroweak theory, the degree of accuracy obtained from a limited perturbation 

expansion is considerably less.

Stage three of the process represents the coloured partons (quarks and gluons) 

fragmenting into colourless hadrons. Although this mechanism should pertain to QCD, 

it is not perturbatively calculable, and any attempts to describe it have been through 

phenomenological models. The final state hadrons tend to be collimated in jets along 

the directions of the parent partons.

Finally, unstable hadrons decay producing experimentally observable particles. 

These can be used to determine the branching ratios of the various resonances and 

heavy flavour decays.
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Particle Decays
(4)

Perturbative
QCD

Electroweak
Process

91 1 (GeV)
Typical momentum  

transfer at LEP I

Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of an e+e annihilation event

1.3.1 e+e~ Annihilation into Quark-Antiquark Pairs

The differential cross section to first order in QED for the production of a massless 

quark-antiquark pair is

d < T q q  NcOl2 2  2̂  ̂ , 2

I f f  =  I 2I -  ' + $)

where eq is the quark charge, y/s is the centre of mass energy and 6 is the angle between 

the incoming electron and the outgoing quark. The colour factor N c =  3 comes from 

the fact that quarks can be produced in any of three colour states.

The total cross section is conventionally expressed as a ratio with the pair-

production cross section:

_ 5
GVinR = ^  = NC £  6q 

CT„+„- MM M  flavour=l

The number of allowed, or active, quark flavours depends on the centre of mass energy;
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above the bb production threshold (~  9 GeV) five flavours are assumed.

If electroweak effects are included, the reaction may proceed via the exchange of 

a virtual Z° in addition to the photon of QED, and interference between the Z° and 7 

propagators must be taken into account. The cross section becomes

dcTqq
~d0 ~

Nc o?
125

a(l -f cos2 0) +  6 cos 6

where

a  =  e e e q +  2eeegvevqU(x) +  (ve +  ae)(vq +  aq) |xT 

b = 4eeegaeag$l(x) +  8vevqaeaq \ x f

The ve,q and ae,g are the vector and axial-vector weak coupling constants respectively 

and x  represents the Z° propagator, normalised to the 7  propagator

1 5
^  16 sin2 9\y cos2 0\y (5 — M | iM zTz}

where M z  and Tz  are the mass and width of the Z° resonance, sin2 Bw is the weak 

mixing parameter and s is the square of the centre of mass energy. Terms proportional 

to |X |2 in the cross section are due to Z° exchange and are dominant for yfs —>■ M z . 

Terms proportional to the real component, 9ft(x) arise from the interference between 

the Z° and 7  propagators.

1.3.2 Perturbative QCD

As the primary quark and antiquark move apart, interacting through gluon exchange 

(stage 2 in Figure 1.1) they may radiate one or more hard gluons. Such events are 

characterised by a number of collimated jets of hadrons in the final state. Three 

approaches to describing this process have been developed.

The matrix element approach, in which Feynman diagrams are calculated order by 

order. In principle, this is the correct approach as it includes exact kinematics 

with full interference and helicity structures. Figure 1.2 shows the two tree-level
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Figure 1.2: The O (as) tree level diagrams for gluon emission

diagrams for gluon emission from a quark at 0 ( a s) and Figure 1.3 shows some 

of the correction terms which must be added to these tree level processes. The 

number of such diagrams which must be calculated in higher order calculations 

increases rapidly, thus the calculations quickly become very difficult, and have 

only been performed to O (a^), corresponding to the production of at most two 

partons in addition to the primary qq pair.

In terms of the scaled energy variable, Xf = 2E f/E cms (E j is the energy of 

the relevant fermion and Ecms the centre of mass energy), the differential cross 

section for the process corresponding to radiation of a single gluon from a quark 

or anti-quark reads

da =  as_ x \ + x \
dzq d£q 0 2n F (1 — £q)(l — X q )  ’

where a0 is the lowest order cross section and Cf  = 4/3 is a factor representing 

the colour charge of a quark.

Parton shower models use simplified approximations to the full matrix element ex

pressions, allowing an arbitrary number of parton branchings. This is done 

by keeping only the leading terms in a rearranged perturbative expansion; sub-
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Figure 1.3: Some loop diagrams at O (as)

leading corrections, which are down in order by factors of log Q2 or log 2 log( 1 — 

2), or by powers of 1 /Q 2 are neglected (the leading-logarithm approximation). 

Different schemes have been devised to take into account some of the larger 

sub-leading corrections and it is believed that the neglected effects are small.

Most parton shower algorithms are based on an iterative use of the basic parton 

branchings: q —► qg, g —» gg and g ->■ qq. The probability, V, of a branching 

a —»■ be occurring during an interval dt of some evolution parameter t is given by 

the Altarelli-Parisi equations [5]:

dVa^bc f  , as (Q2)
d£ = j  dz~±̂ .  Pa->bc(z),

where 2 specifies the sharing of four-momentum between the daughters, with 

daughter b taking fraction 2 and c taking 1 — 2 . Q2 defines the energy scale of 

the branching process, and Pâ .bc(z) are the Altarelli-Parisi splitting kernels:

1 4- 22
Pq̂ qg{z) = CF

1 — 2 5

(1  -  2(1  - Z ) f

2(1 - 2)

pg^m iz ) = t R (z2 +  (1 “  z f )  >
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with Cf =  4/3, Ca = 3 and Tr = n //2 , i.e. T/? receives a contribution of 

1 /2  for each allowed qq flavour. The branching of a parton is stopped when t 

becomes less than some cut-off, imin-

The colour dipole model supposes that the initial qq pair is a colour dipole and that 

gluon emission from either of the initial partons can be represented as radiation 

from the dipole [6]. Subsequent emission of a softer gluon is assumed to be 

radiation from one of two independent dipoles, one joining the quark to the 

gluon and the other between the gluon and the antiquark. This is generalised so 

that emission of a third, again softer, gluon is given by three independent dipoles,

etc. The dipoles can be thought of as forming links in a chain, such that one

gluon connects two dipoles and one dipole connects two partons. Three distinct 

dipole types are thus possible: quark-antiquark, quark-gluon and gluon-gluon. 

The cross section for gluon emission from each is given by the corresponding 

first order matrix element:

d a _ _ K 2as ** +

J_ 3as X q 3 " x g3
oc 4w (1 _  l j ) ( 1  _

3as x gi  +  X g 3

This emission procedure is iterated until the transverse momentum of radiated 

gluons is less than a predefined cut-off.

1.3.3 Hadronisation Models

As mentioned above, the transformation of partons to hadrons can only be described 

using phenomenological models. The most simple, but nowadays outdated, is the inde

pendent fragmentation model [7], which gained widespread popularity with the paper 

by Field and Feynman [8]. The fragmentation of a system of partons is described as an 

incoherent sum of independent fragmentation procedures for each parton separately. 

Each outgoing quark generates a chain of secondary quark-antiquark pairs: at each
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step a meson is formed comprising the initiating quark and one of the newly generated 

quarks, with the chain being continued by the remaining quark. Baryons are formed 

by occasionally generating a pair of ‘di-quarks’ (a qq and a qq) instead of a quark- 

antiquark pair. Once the energy of the remaining quark becomes too low to produce 

a futher qq pair, the branching chain is stopped. Within the model there is, however, 

no unique recipe for handling gluon jet fragmentation. One possibility is to treat it 

exactly like quark fragmentation, with the initial flavour chosen at random; another is 

to split the gluon jet into a pair of parallel quark and anti-quark jets and fragment these 

separately. Models based on independent fragmentation do not generally reproduce 

the data well; for instance, the expected softer fragmentation of gluon jets is not well 

described, nor is the particle flow between the jets of hadrons.

A more successful approach is the string fragmentation model [9]. This is based 

on the linear confinement of QCD at large distances — the energy stored in the colour 

dipole field between two colour charges increases linearly with the separation between 

them. Thus, the partons produced during the perturbative QCD phase are joined by a 

‘colour flux tube’, or string, with transverse dimensions of the order of typical hadronic 

sizes (~  1 fm). As the partons move apart, the string stretches and its potential energy 

increases; the energy per unit length, k, is deduced from hadron spectroscopy to be 

~  1 GeV/fm. At some point the string may break, with the subsequent production of 

a new qq or di-quark pair. This break-up continues until only on-shell hadrons remain, 

each corresponding to a short piece of the string.

In order to generate the quark-antiquark pairs which lead to string breakups, the 

model invokes the idea of quantum mechanical tunnelling. In terms of the transverse 

mass, rriT of the new quark, the tunnelling probability (the probability that the new qq 

pair will appear) is given by

The presence of the quark mass, m q, in this formula implies a suppression of heavy 

quark production. The pr distribution is Gaussian, with a local compensation between 

the quark and antiquark of a pair. The total pT of a final-state hadron is taken from the

7r ra;
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Generator Perturbative QCD Evolution Parameter (t) Hadronisation Model
Jetset

H erw ig

A r ia d n e

Parton Shower 
Parton Shower 

Dipole

>°s ( w )
/ PbPc 
EbEc

A

String
Cluster
String

Table 1.3: Some basic features of commonly used hadronic event generators at Lep

separate pr contributions of its constituent quarks.

An alternative hadronisation mechanism is the cluster fragmentation model pro

posed by Marchesini and Webber [10], in which after a parton shower any remaining 

gluons are forced to split into qq pairs. Adjacent quarks and antiquarks are then 

combined to form colourless clusters which subsequently decay into hadrons.

The clusters typically have a mass of a few GeV and can be thought of as super

positions of broad (i.e. short-lived) resonances. They decay isotropically in their own 

rest frame, the selection of decay channels being determined by phase-space. Very 

large mass clusters are first broken up using a string-type mechanism, while very light 

clusters may produce a single hadron.

The most commonly used QCD Monte Carlo programs at Lep involve various 

combinations of these perturbative QCD approximations and fragmentation models. 

Jetset  [11] uses a parton shower followed by string fragmentation. A r ia d n e  [ 12] relies 

on a colour dipole model to produce a set of partons which are subsequently hadronised 

using string fragmentation. Herw ig  [13] employs a parton shower followed by cluster 

hadronisation. Some basic features of these models are summarised in Table 1.3.

1.4 Photon Emission from Quarks

In a small fraction of Z° -> qq events, one may observe an energetic photon in addition 

to jets of hadrons [14]. These photons may have been radiated by one of the primary 

quarks early in the parton shower development (‘prompt’ photons), in which case they 

are generally well separated from the hadronic debris produced in the subsequent quark 

fragmentation. Alternatively, the photon may be produced somewhat later during the 

hadronisation process: either by emission almost collinearly from the parent quark or
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through non-perturbative effects. Such photons are not generally well isolated from 

the accompanying hadrons in the event.

Naively, the fractional production rate of events containing a radiated photon should 

be of the order of the electromagnetic coupling constant, a  (i.e. ~  1%). However, if 

one considers the relative probabilities of the competing photon and gluon radiation 

processes (q —> q7  and q —► qg) where

^-*17 _  Qemeq ^  137 ^  1
Vq->qg a sCF ~  0 .21 ~  200’

then a quark is clearly much more likely to radiate a gluon than a photon, (e^ is the 

mean quark charge squared and CF =  4/3 is the quark colour factor.) Noting that a

quark which has already radiated a fraction of its energy to gluons has a reduced phase

space available for subsequent photon emission, the fraction of Z° hadronic decay 

events containing a radiated photon is expected to be only a few per mille.

1.5 Photon Emission in QCD Models

Using perturbative QCD, matrix element calculations describing photon radiation from 

a quark have been performed to O (aas), corresponding to the radiation of one photon 

and one gluon at tree level (i.e. the diagram has no loops) [15, 16].

In parton shower models, photon radiation from a quark is treated analogously 

to gluon radiation. The q —> qg splitting function is modified to include a term 

corresponding to q —> q7

d V =  I r  a em 2

. gluon emission photon emission

dQ2 1 +  z ‘
Q2

splitting kernel

dz.

As illustrated above, the relative largeness of as means that a q —>• qg splitting is much 

more probable than q -> q7 .

The colour dipole model is extended to include photon radiation by considering the 

initial qq pair not only as a colour dipole, but also as an electromagnetic dipole. Photon
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radiation can thus be described in a similar manner to gluon radiation.

Each Monte Carlo program has a set of parameters whose values are fixed by 

adjusting them to reproduce the event shape variables and particle production rates 

measured in hadronic Z° decays. Due to the similarity between the photon and gluon 

emission processes, this leaves no more free parameters with which to adjust the photon 

emission, so comparisons with data are an invaluable method to discriminate between 

the various models, hopefully leading to an improved understanding of the mechanisms 

behind parton cascades.

1.6 Previous Studies of Photon Emission

Previous studies of events containing an energetic bremsstrahlung photon were focussed 

on almost completely isolated photons [17, 18]. Besides the comparisons with parton 

shower models mentioned above, efforts were made to measure the electroweak quark 

couplings [19]. Since photons couple to quarks in proportion to the square of the 

quark’s electric charge, events containing a bremsstrahlung photon are enriched with 

up-type quarks of charge 2/3. Explicitly, denoting the coupling of the Z° to quarks of 

species i as ct =  vf +  af where =  2I3 — 4et sin2 $w is the vector and at =  2/ 3 is the 

axial coupling ( / 3 is the third component of weak isospin for the fermion in question: 

+ 1 /2  for up-type quarks and —1/2  for down-type),

r(Z° -» qq7 ) oc 3cd +  8cu.

Combining a measurement of this quantity with a measurement of the total hadronic 

width of the Z°,

r(Z° -» hadrons) oc 3cd +  2cu

results in two equations for the two unknowns, cd and cu. Solving these equations led 

to results consistent with predictions from the Standard Model, but dominated by large 

statistical errors.

In these analyses, events were selected by allowing only a minimal amount of 

residual hadronic energy within a geometrical cone centred on the candidate photon.
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The photon was then excluded from the event before the application of a jet clustering 

algorithm which attempts to reconstruct the original hard partons by combining the 

four-momenta of the final-state particles. Thus any particles which were more naturally 

associated with the photon were incorporated into the other jets. An event was retained 

only if the candidate photon remained apart from the jets after a second application of 

the clustering algorithm.

As far as the QCD calculations are concerned, in order to cancel the infrared 

singularities associated with soft gluon radiation, the soft gluon must be allowed within 

the photon cluster. However, if all coloured partons are to be treated equally, the quarks 

within the event should also be allowed to cluster with the photon, introducing the 

possibility that the photon may be radiated collinearly by the quark. This results in an 

additional singularity which must be regularised and subsequently factorised into the 

uncalculable photon fragmentation function. To eliminate the uncertainty due to the 

unknown contribution from this fragmentation function, the calculations have adopted 

a compromise and allow a small amount of gluonic energy into the photon cluster, 

but do not allow quarks to cluster with the photon. However, when analysing the 

experimental data, it is generally unknown whether any hadronic energy accepted into 

the photon isolation cone originated from a quark or a gluon at the parton level, thus 

making accurate comparisons with the calculations difficult.

It was pointed out [15] that a safer approach would be to apply a jet clustering 

algorithm to all the particles in an event, including the photon, with events being retained 

only if the photon possessed a large enough fraction of its associated jet’s energy. At 

the parton level, this ‘democratic’ approach allows the equal treatment of quarks and 

gluons giving an unambiguous phase space matching between experiment and theory 

for all event topologies, while handling more naturally the hadrons associated with 

the photon. It does, however, necessitate the introduction of the photon fragmentation 

function, resulting in a significant non-perturbative contribution to the cross section 

which depends upon the amount of accompanying energy allowed within the ‘photon 

jet’. This would, at first sight, appear to prevent an accurate comparison between 

the data and QCD predictions, but this previously unknown parton fragmentation 

contribution can be measured, thus adding new information to the dynamics of quark
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Figure 1.4: The inclusive isolated prompt photon cross section measured by CDF 
compared with a next-to-leading order QCD prediction

radiation.

Measurements of direct photon production at hadron colliders have shown sizeable 

deviations from theoretical predictions, especially in the low pr  regime (Figures 1.4 

and 1.5) [20]. Recent calculations have attempted to address this discrepancy [16] and 

it is hoped that this situation can be further improved by such a direct measurement of 

the photon fragmentation function.
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Figure 1.5: The inclusive isolated prompt photon cross section measured by CDF 
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Chapter 2

The ALEPH Detector at LEP

2.1 The LEP Collider

The A leph  detector is one of the four large experiments at Le p , Ce r n ’s Large Electron 

Positron collider, designed for studying electron-positron annihilations.

The 27 km circumference Lep storage ring is the last accelerator in a chain of five 

[21]. The electrons are created using a high intensity electron gun, and subsequently 

passed to a 200 MeV linac. At this point the electrons can either be passed through 

a 600 MeV linac and stored in the 600 MeV Electron-Positron Accumulator (EPA), or 

they can be fired onto a tungsten converter to create e+e-  pairs from shower photons. 

These positrons are then transferred to the EPA via the 600 MeV linac.

After accumulating sufficient intensities of particles, the EPA injects into the Proton 

Synchrotron (PS), operating as a 3.5 GeV e+e" synchrotron, which in turn injects into 

the SPS, acting as a 20 GeV electron positron injector for Lep . Eight bunches each 

of electrons and positrons circulate in opposite directions around the Lep  ring, their 

orbits being controlled by about 4000 dipole, quadrupole and sextupole magnets. The 

beams are steered to collide at the four experimental points but remain separated over 

the remainder of the circumference by forcing a series of closed oscillations in the 

horizontal orbit (the Pretzel scheme). This chain of accelerators forming the Lep 

injection scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

The beams currently collide with a centre of mass energy around the Z° mass

18
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Figure 2.1: The Lep storage ring and the chain of accelerators used to create and inject 
particles into it
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(91.2 GeV), although it is planned to increase this to above the W+W“ threshold 

(~  160 GeV) after 1995. Typical luminosities are approximately 1031 cm"25_1 giving 

around 800 Z° per hour when running at the Z° peak.

2.2 The ALEPH Detector

Given the relatively low event rate at Lep (compared with ep and pp colliders) the A leph  

detector has been designed to gather as much interesting information as possible about 

any event. However, a typical hadronic Z° decay is complex, with around 20 charged 

particles and a similar number of neutrals distributed over the entire solid angle. By 

constructing A leph  as a modular collection of independent subdetectors it is sensitive 

to all Z° decay products except neutrinos

Figure 2.2 shows a cut-away view of the Aleph detector. The tracking detec

tors, closest to the beam pipe, are surrounded by the calorimeters. The electromag

netic calorimeter is contained within the superconducting solenoid, while the hadron 

calorimeter makes use of the iron magnet return yoke as an absorber.

The coordinate system used by A leph  has its origin at the nominal interaction 

point in the centre of the detector. The positive 2-axis is along the electron direction, 

the rr-axis points towards the centre of the Lep ring and the y-axis points upwards. 

Spherical coordinates, when used, are defined as

x = r sin  0 cos 4>

y = r sin  9 sin  (f>

z = r cos 0

The following is a brief overview of the A leph  detector and data acquisition system. 

A full description can be found in [22, 23].
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Figure 2.2: A cut-away view of the ALEPH detector: (a) vertex detector, (b) inner 
tracking chamber, (c) time projection chamber, (d) electromagnetic calorimeter, (e) 
superconducting solenoid, (f) hadron calorimeter / magnet return yoke, (g) muon 
chambers.
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Figure 2.3: The silicon vertex detector

2.2.1 Tracking Detectors 

Vertex Detector: VDET

The VDET [24] comprises two cylindrical layers of silicon wafers surrounding the 

interaction point at radii of 6.3 and 11.0 cm; each layer is 20 cm long. Figure 2.3 shows 

the VDET before being inserted into A le p h .

Particles passing through a wafer deposit ionisation energy, producing electron-hole 

pairs which are collected on either side of it; on one side, the wafer is read out in the 

2  direction, while on the other it is read out in the r  0  direction. However, hits from 

the two sides are not associated by the read-out hardware, but are added separately to 

track fits during event reconstruction (see Section 2.3.1).

Inner Tracking Chamber: ITC

The ITC (see Figure 2.4) is a 2 metre long, cylindrical, multi-wire drift chamber 

extending radially from 160 to 260 mm from the beam. It comprises 8 layers of 

sense wires running parallel to the beam direction, spaced 1 — 1.5 cm apart, which 

detect ionisation from particles passing close by. An r<f> coordinate can be determined 

with a precision of ~  100 [im by measuring the drift time to adjacent wires, while z 

coordinates are determined from the difference in arrival times of pulses at either end
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Figure 2.4: The inner tracking chamber

of the sense wires, with a precision of ~  3 cm.

The role of the ITC in A le p h  is two-fold: it provides up to eight accurate r </> 

coordinates for track finding and it provides the tracking information for the Level 

1 trigger (see Section 2.2.4), utilising its fast read-out time (~  2 /is)to ensure that 

non-interesting events are quickly discarded.

Time Projection Chamber: TPC

The central tracking chamber in A le p h  is a large, three-dimensional imaging drift 

chamber, or TPC, immersed in an axial magnetic field of 1.5 T. It is about 4.7 m long 

and extends to a radius of 1.8 m from the beam. Figure 2.5 shows a cut-away view. 

The central membrane is held at a potential of around —27 kV while the end-plates are 

grounded, resulting in an axial electric field of ~  115 V/cm. The inner and outer field 

cages, comprising circular copper electrodes linked by resistor chains to the central 

membrane, ensure the electric field is uniform.

Each end-plate consists of 18 wire chambers (sectors) comprising three planes of 

wires: the gating grid, a cathode plane, and the sense wires. About 4 mm behind the 

sense wires is a plane of 21 concentric rows of finely spaced cathode pads, interspersed 

with long trigger pads, as shown in Figure 2.6. Electrons produced by the ionisation 

from traversing charged particles drift towards either end-plate, causing ionisation
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Figure 2.5: A cut-away view of the time projection chamber

avalanches around the sense wires and inducing signals on the cathode pads. A three- 

dimensional coordinate is obtained from the impact point of the pulse (r <f> coordinate) 

and its arrival time (z coordinate). The pulse height on the sense wire is used to 

determine the ionisation density, dE /dx.

If the TPC were operated in a continuously sensitive mode, the positive ions pro

duced in the avalanches around the sense wires would migrate towards the central 

membrane and alter the drift field, resulting in track distortions. The gating grid is 

used to minimise this effect. When the grid is open a potential of Vg ( ~  —67 V) 

is placed on all the wires, leaving the gate transparent to the passage of electrically 

charged particles. The grid is closed by applying a voltage Vg ±  AV^ (AV^ «  40 V) 

to alternate wires: the resulting dipole field renders the grid opaque to the passage of 

charged particles. Figure 2.7 shows schematically the situation for the gate both open 

and closed. The gate is switched synchronously with the bunch-crossing timing. It is 

opened a few microseconds before a bunch-crossing: a Level 1 trigger NO results in 

the gate being closed until just before the next bunch-crossing; a Level 1 YES holds 

the gate open for the 50 ps  necessary for all the ionisation electrons to drift to the wire
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Figure 2.6: The arrangement of pad-rows on TPC sectors: finely spaced cathode pads 
interspersed with longer trigger pads.

chambers.

A laser calibration system, built and maintained by the Glasgow group, is used to 

provide information on possible distortions of particle tracks and to measure the drift 

velocity vector, necessary for an accurate z  coordinate determination. Two ultra-violet 

lasers are used to produce thirty straight ionisation tracks originating from near the 

interaction point. Since the laser beams should be unaffected by either the electric or 

magnetic fields, any measured curvature in the tracks can be used to correct the sagitta 

of particle tracks. The drift velocity is calculated from the reconstructed polar angles 

of the laser tracks.

2.2.2 Calorimetry

Electromagnetic Calorimeter: ECAL

The ECAL is a lead/proportional wire-chamber sampling device with 45 layers, corre

sponding to a nominal thickness of 22 radiation lengths. It is constructed as a barrel 

region plus two separate sections, one on each end cap, as shown in Figure 2.8. These 

are each divided into twelve modules, each covering an azimuthal angle of 30°. The 

structure of a typical layer is shown schematically in Figure 2.9. The lead sheets cause
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Figure 2.7: The resulting electric field configuration when the TPC gating grid is in the 
open (left hand diagram) and closed (right hand diagram) states.
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Figure 2.8: The layout of ECAL barrel and endcap modules
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Figure 2.9: A schematic view of an ECAL layer

electrons, positrons and photons to produce showers of many more electromagnetic 

particles, causing large signals on the proportional wire chambers. The signals are read 

out capacitively using cathode pads placed behind a highly resistive graphite-coated 

M ylar ‘window’. The pads from consecutive layers are connected internally to form 

towers projecting towards the interaction point. Each of the 77 000 such towers sub

tends an angle of 1° x 1° and is read out in 3 segments of depth, known as ‘storeys’, 

corresponding respectively to (4 ,9 ,9 ) radiation lengths. The ECAL was designed to 

have the best possible granularity in order to simplify the identification of electrons in

side hadronic jets and to facilitate the measurement of photon energies in a background 

of hadrons. In addition, signals are also available from the wire planes of each module, 

providing redundancy in the energy measurement.

The energy resolution, determined by comparing the measured energy to the corre

sponding track momentum is found to be A E /E  =  0 .1 8 /^ E /G e V  +  0.009.
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Hadron Calorimeter: HCAL

The HCAL is similar in construction to the ECAL with 23 alternate layers of iron 

and limited streamer tubes, the iron serving as a return yoke for the magnetic field. 

(Streamer, or Iarocci, tubes [25] are similar to proportional counters, but operate at a 

slightly higher voltage. An incident charged particle thus produces a signal which is 

independent of the amount of primary ionisation it creates). Cathode pads behind the 

streamer tubes are connected in projective towers, each subtending a solid angle of 

3.7° x 3.7°, corresponding to about 14 ECAL towers. The signals from the streamer 

tube anode wires are used as a measure of energy deposition for triggering, while 

cathode strips running along the tubes are used to form a digital image of the path of a 

particle through the HCAL.

Outside the HCAL, two further double layers of limited streamer tubes form the 

muon chambers. The tubes are instrumented with orthogonal cathode strips rather than 

pads, which allows simple tracking of charged particles escaping from the HCAL.

2.2.3 Luminosity Measurement

The luminosity delivered by Lep is determined from the rate of Bhabha scattering 

events at small scattering angles, where the interference between Z° and 7  exchange 

terms is almost negligible, and the cross-section is well known from QED. To obtain 

an accurate luminosity measurement, a precise determination of the Bhabha scattering 

angle is essential since the cross-section is a steep function of this angle.

Since September 1992, the Aleph luminosity measurement has been performed 

with a silicon-tungsten luminosity calorimeter (SiCAL), and previous to that with 

a lead-wire sampling calorimeter (LCAL); a fast relative luminosity measurement is 

available online using a very small angle Bhabha calorimeter (BCAL).

LCAL

The design of the LCAL is very much analogous to that of the ECAL: it is a lead/wire- 

chamber sampling device with a nominal thickness of 24.6 radiation lengths. The total 

energy and position of electromagnetic showers are measured using small cathode pads
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connected internally to form towers, giving an energy resolution of aE = 0.014 E ±  

0.20VE (where E is in GeV) and a position resolution of ax =  oy =  1.4 mm.

SiCAL

To enable a more precise luminosity measurement than was possible with the LCAL, 

the SiCAL was installed in A leph  during 1992 [26]. It comprises two homogeneous, 

cylindrical modules surrounding the beam-pipe at distances of ±250 cm from the 

interaction point. Twelve layers of silicon pad detectors, each segmented into 16 radial 

pad rows and 32 azimuthal sectors are interleaved with tungsten sheets forming a 

sampling electromagnetic calorimeter of 23.4 radiation lengths in depth. The active 

volume subtends a region in polar angle between 24 and 58 milli-radians. The precision 

of this device is such that even after only two months of data-taking, the largest 

uncertainty in the luminosity measurement was that due to lack of theoretical precision 

in 0 ( a 2) leading-log and sub-leading terms in the photon exchange cross-section. 

Using data collected during 1990 and 1991, the measurement of the hadronic Z° decay 

cross section using LCAL alone was 41.68 ±  0.21 nb; the value obtained from the two 

months of SiCAL running in 1992 was 41.56 ±  0.146 nb [27].

BCAL

Online monitoring of the relative luminosity from Lep is provided by four calorimeters 

which detect very small angle Bhabha events with an expected rate of 5 Hz at a 

luminosity of 1031 cm- 2s-1. The modules are located on either side of the beam- 

pipe at distances of ±7.8 m from the interaction point. Each calorimeter comprises 

tungsten converter sheets interspersed with sampling layers of plastic scintillator and 

a plane of vertical silicon strips. The luminosity value measured by the BCAL is also 

passed to the Lep control room to aid in optimising the collision rate in A le ph .

2.2.4 The Trigger

Given the relatively low luminosity (and hence event rate) at Lep one aims to accept 

all genuine e+e~ interactions. This goal must be realised within the constraints that
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backgrounds should be kept to a manageable level, the TPC must be gated at an 

acceptably low rate and any dead time induced by detector read-out should be negligible. 

The A leph  trigger was designed to be sensitive to single particles or jets while keeping 

the overall rate acceptable for data writing (~  1 — 2 Hz). The trigger comprises 

four main detector components: ITC, TPC, ECAL and HCAL. The signals from 

each are grouped into 60 logical segments: the ECAL and HCAL are subdivided 

into 60 projective towers, the ITC wires are grouped into 60 </> segments and the 

TPC as 60 segments in 6 — <j>. Luminosity triggers originate from the LCAL and 

SiCAL: each LCAL module is subdivided into 12 overlapping towers and, similarly, 

each SiCAL module into 8 towers. To obtain maximum efficiency, the trigger has 

been subdivided into three levels, ensuring that non-interesting events are discarded as 

quickly as possible.

Level 1 Trigger

The Level 1 trigger makes a fast decision about an event, based on the logical OR of 

several conditions:

-  a coincidence between ITC tracks and ECAL energy deposits

-  a coincidence between ITC tracks and HCAL energy deposits

-  an energy deposit in the ECAL only

-  a single-arm or coincidence hit in the luminosity chambers.

A decision is available within 5 fis of the bunch crossing: a YES initiates digitisation 

of the subdetectors, a NO results in the readout being cleared and readied for the next 

bunch crossing.

Level 2 Trigger

Following a Level 1 YES decision, about 50 fis are required for all the ionisation trails 

to drift to either end of the TPC. During this time, TPC track processors search the 

incoming data from the coarse trigger pads for charged track patterns. The Level 2
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decision is made by replacing the ITC mask from Level 1 with the new TPC mask. 

A Level 2 YES initiates a full read-out of the detector, while a NO causes all data 

conversion to be aborted and the detector to be re-enabled for the sixth bunch crossing 

after that which produced the initial Level 1 YES.

Level 3 Trigger

The Level 3 trigger is an analysis process running within the DAQ system before the 

data are recorded. A series of dedicated event processors look at the full digitisations of 

an event to verify the Levels 1 and 2 decisions. Rather than aiming for an excellent event 

reconstruction precision, the processors have a high pattern recognition efficiency.

In general, events are triggered by more than one trigger condition. This redundancy 

enables the trigger efficiency to be measured: it is found to be 100% for hadronic and 

leptonic Z° decays, and at least 99% for Bhabha events.

2.2.5 Data Acquisition

The A leph  detector has over 700 000 read-out channels, the signals from which are 

digitised every time a trigger is produced, generating over 500 MegaBytes of raw 

data each second. The read-out system must reduce this data volume by eliminating 

uninteresting information, and format it into convenient data structures suitable for 

further analysis.

The design of the Aleph  DAQ system has been based on a hierarchical tree-like 

structure, utilising the natural sub-division into distinct subdetectors [28]. Figure 2.10 

shows a schematic view. Data are passed between layers of the tree using FAST- 

BUS [29]. The Main Trigger Supervisor (MTS) synchronises the read-out electronics 

through Fan In/Out (FIO) units and informs the associated Read Out Controllers (ROCs) 

of an imminent bunch crossing. The ROCs initialise the front-end modules, read them 

out (performing zero suppression by comparing the measured values with pre-defined 

thresholds) and format the data into a standard tabular format (BOS banks [30]). The
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Figure 2.10: The basic Aleph readout architecture

banks are passed to Event Builders which construct sub-events at the subdetector level 

before passing them to the Main Event Builder which collects and formats complete 

events then transmits them to the online computers. After the initial synchronisation 

with a bunch crossing, the data flows up the tree asynchronously, with several sub

events being buffered at each stage, until reaching the main event builder where they 

are re-synchronised. Simulations have shown that this approach minimises the overall 

dead-time.

Another feature of the Aleph DAQ system is that any subset of the system can be 

configured to run independently of the rest, allowing individual subdetectors to switch 

easily from the Aleph read-out configuration to stand-alone mode. This is achieved by 

re-programming the FIO units so that only selected ROCs see the main trigger signals 

while others can derive their timing information from local triggers [31].
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2.3 Event Reconstruction

All events passing the levels one, two and three trigger selection are written to disk. At 

the end of a run (after approximately 180 MegaBytes of data have been collected) the 

disk-resident data are written to tape and sent to the computer centre on the main C er n  

site. Control of the disk is passed to a second VAX cluster at Echenevex, FALCON 

(Facility for ALeph Computing and Networking), where events are reconstructed in 

a quasi-online environment. Fa l c o n  is a cluster of 10 VAX stations plus 2 micro- 

VAX bootnodes, dedicated to running the A leph  reconstruction program, JULIA (Job 

to Understand Lep Interactions in Aleph). As a first step, one of the micro-VAXes 

performs a preliminary scan of the run to evaluate constants necessary for the event 

reconstruction (e.g. the TPC drift velocity), while simultaneously constructing an event 

directory, containing the address of each event within the file. Using the event directory, 

events can be efficiently assigned to individual VAX-stations to be reconstructed in 

parallel. Immediately after all events in a run have been reconstructed, analysis tasks 

are automatically performed which allow the quality of the data to be monitored and 

potential problems investigated by the shift crew. The processed output is then sent via 

an optical link to the offline computers on the Meyrin site, where the events are filtered 

to remove those not useful for further analysis (e.g. no tracks or energy). The resulting 

files are the Data Summary Tapes (DSTs).

2.3.1 Track Reconstruction

Track reconstruction is performed as a multi-step process. Beginning with the TPC, the 

pad hits are examined for clusters in space-time which are subsequently decomposed 

into (r, (f>, z) coordinates. A search is then performed for chains of coordinates which 

are consistent with a helix. Track candidates are formed by linking together individual 

chains. The next step is to project the track candidates back to the ITC, searching for 

coordinates within an (ref), z) road around the trajectory. By performing a series of 

track fits of increasing complexity with these coordinates, which eventually include all 

coordinate errors, possible multiple scattering and kinks from in-flight particle decays, 

a set of tracks with excellent momentum and directional resolution can be obtained.
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However, due to the large distance through which these tracks must be extrapolated to 

the interaction point, their spatial resolution is not good. This can be greatly improved 

by re-fitting the tracks after including r </> and z hits from the VDET which lie close 

to the extrapolated tracks. After the full track fit has been done, a typical track has 

a momentum resolution, A p/p2 =  0.6 x 10- 3(GeV/c) -1 and a spatial resolution of 

around 30 fim.

After finalising the track candidates, the TPC wire hits are examined to determine 

ionisation rates. Wire hits are associated with a charged track if the track projects onto 

the wire and the hit is in a time window consistent with the track. Once hits have been 

associated with tracks, the measured pulses can be corrected for attenuation during 

drift and other known effects.

2.3.2 Calorimeter Object Reconstruction

Clusters are formed in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters separately from 

spatially connected storeys which register an energy deposition. Track candidates are 

then extrapolated outwards through the calorimeters; if a track extrapolates through a 

fired storey, then the corresponding cluster is associated with the track. After merging 

any overlapping ECAL and HCAL clusters, neutral clusters are identified as those not 

associated with a charged track or where the calorimetric energy is in excess of that 

of the charged track. In this way, a set of charged and neutral calorimeter objects is 

obtained.

For an electromagnetic shower, the polar and azimuthal angles are calculated from 

an energy-weighted mean of the polar and azimuthal angles of individual storeys in the 

cluster. Using the extrapolation of electron tracks in Bhabha events, the deviation of 

the expected value can be obtained, as shown in Figure 2.11. The observed ‘S-shape’ 

effect is due to the calorimeter granularity being comparable to the electron shower 

size. This is corrected for using a periodic function of the tower coordinates.
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2.3.3 Photon Identification

The clustering algorithm described above builds big clusters, often merging energy 

from photons and hadronic interactions. A second clustering scheme has been devised 

to identify and reconstruct photons which is better adapted to hadronic Z° decays. For 

the sake of efficiency, it is applied only to the previously identified electromagnetic 

clusters. It is based on the fact that electromagnetic showers originating from a photon 

generally start in the first segment of depth of the ECAL and that, unlike the cell 

patterns of hadronic clusters, storeys receiving energy from a photon have a compact 

arrangement and most of them share a face with another storey associated to the same 

photon.

The storeys of the first segment in depth of the ECAL are scanned in order of 

decreasing energy. A storey without a more energetic neighbour defines a new cluster. 

Other storeys are assigned to the cluster of their highest energy neighbour, where 

two storeys are considered neighbours only when they share a common face. The 

same procedure is then applied to the storeys of the second and third segments in 

depth, except when processing a storey, the algorithm looks first for a neighbour in the 

previous segment. The clusters found in this way are retained as photon candidates 

if there is no charged track impact at a distance of less than 2 cm from the cluster 

barycentre.

The position of a photon impact point is computed in two steps. A first approxima

tion is given by the cluster barycentre (the energy weighted mean of the coordinates of 

each storey centre). This position is then corrected for the finite size of the calorimeter 

cells using the parametrisation of the S-shape curve described above.

In order to reduce the sensitivity of the energy measurement to hadronic back

grounds and clustering effects, the photon energy is computed from the energy col

lected in the four central towers of the cluster, and the expected value of the energy 

fraction in the four towers, F4. This fraction is computed from the parameterisation of 

the shower shape for a single photon in the calorimeter.
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Figure 2.12 shows three views of a reconstructed hadronic event. The left-hand diagram 

shows an end-on view of the detector with some of the subdetectors labelled. The upper 

right inset is also an end-on view, but is magnified to show only the ITC and VDET. 

The lower right view is a side-on projection. Coordinates measured in the TPC are 

shown as small crosses, with the reconstructed tracks shown as coloured lines through 

them. Energy deposits in the individual ECAL storeys are shown as coloured squares, 

with the total energy deposition in towers indicated by a histogram. Pad hits in the 

HCAL are shown as white squares and the total energy deposition represented by a 

histogram. On the left-hand side of the end-on view, a muon track is seen passing right 

through the HCAL and registering in the muon chambers.
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Figure 2.12: A hadronic event in the ALEPH detector



Chapter 3 

Calculation of the Photon + n-Jets 

Cross Section

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses in some detail the perturbative and non-perturbative components 

of the cross section for hadronic events containing an energetic photon emitted by a 

quark. A new, ‘democratic’ photon selection algorithm is described which eliminates 

the difficulties in matching the theoretical and experimental phase space definitions 

which plagued the two-step cone algorithms used previously (Section 1.6). This 

algorithm also allows the selection of photons embedded in hadronic jets, where the 

non-perturbative fragmentation contribution to the cross section is dominant. It is 

shown that the production rate of events comprising one hadronic jet and one jet 

containing an energetic photon which was emitted from a quark is particularly sensitive 

to the (uncalculable) quark-to-photon fragmentation function.

3.2 Calculations in Perturbative QCD

As was introduced in Chapter 1, calculations in QED and QCD are usually performed 

using perturbation theory: Feynman diagrams are constructed and evaluated up to 

a fixed order of the appropriate coupling constant, a  or a s. However, in evaluating

39
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Feynman diagrams that contain loops, divergent integrals over loop momenta can occur. 

To make sense of these, the divergent expressions are first made ‘temporarily finite’ 

through some regularisation procedure which introduces additional parameters (for 

example, an ultra-violet momentum cut-off, A, or a non-integral space-time dimension, 

D = 4 — 2e). In this way, the divergences can be re-expressed in a well-defined way 

(although still with divergent limits). Such regularised divergences are then removed 

by absorbing them into the definitions of physical quantities through a renormalisation 

procedure — an arbitrary prescription which introduces a new dimensional scale, p, on 

which, at finite order, the renormalised quantities such as the coupling constants, now 

depend explicitly. It is essential, however, that the observable quantity which is being 

calculated should not depend on this artificial renormalisation scale, thus any change 

in p must be compensated by a change in the coupling constant. This constraint gives 

rise to the so-called renormalisation group equations.

Most calculations in fixed order QCD perturbation theory are performed using 

dimensional regularization of ultra-violet divergences. In this approach, a reduced 

number of space-time dimensions, D < 4 are used. Integrals of the form

d 4k
(2t t )4

become
dA~2tk 

(P)2ed(2ir)4_2t

where e = 2 — D/2.  Divergences now appear as poles, which in the popular modified 

minimal subtraction (MS) renormalisation scheme [32], can be subtracted to leave a 

finite result.

3.3 The Photon + n jet Cross Section

In lowest order, the e+e“ -* n jets +  7  cross section is given by [33]

d<tl0  (n jets +  7 ) =  0  { d<r0 (n partons +  7 )}, (3.1)
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where d<r0 is evaluated in the tree approximation and 0  represents any experimental 

cuts applied (for example, on the photon energy and polar angle). In this way the 

theoretical cross section can be easily matched to an experimental measurement. At 

this order, each parton is identified as a hadronic jet, and the photon as a photon.

At next-to-leading order, in addition to QCD corrections to the n parton processes 

including a photon, the possibility of a parton fragmenting into a photon is introduced, 

giving a cross section

daNL0 (n jets +  7 ) =  0  |d<7i (n partons +  7 )

+ /d .o ([n  +  l]partons +  7) (3.2)

+ ^  d<r„ ([n -K]partons) ^  g ^  ^

The first term in this expression describes the virtual one-loop corrections to the tree- 

level w-partons + photon process; the second represents the tree-level emission of an 

additional parton. In both these cases a prompt photon is produced in the hard process. 

The final term is a contribution from the lowest order (n -f 1) parton process where one 

of the partons fragments into a photon, the photon obtaining a fraction z of its parent 

parton’s momentum. The sum runs over all partons, a, with each contributing according 

to its parton-to-photon fragmentation function, Dâ ( z ) ,  the probability density for 

finding a photon in a parton of type a.

Although each individual contribution to this cross section is divergent, the physical 

cross section remains finite: the virtual graphs (represented by the first term in Equa

tion 3.2) contain singularities due to soft gluon radiation and collinear parton emission 

which cancel against poles from the bremsstrahlung process (the second term in Equa

tion 3.2) once the phase space of the additional parton is integrated out. In order to 

make this cancellation of poles more explicit, the divergent part of the bremsstrahlung 

cross section can be isolated and included with the contribution from the virtual graphs 

[34]. After these purely QCD infrared poles have cancelled there remain quark-photon 

singularities which occur as the quark and photon become collinear. These ‘mass’ 

singularities are factorisable, thus can be subtracted and absorbed into a redefined set
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1

of fragmentation functions (using the factorisation theorem [35]), so that

dcrNL0 (n jets + 7) = 0  |d<rf (n partons + 7)

J  d<rj ([n + 1] partons + 7)

£  da° ([n ^ ]Part°—  dEa dz dEy S (E7 -  zEa) Z>M 7(z)}

+

where each term is now finite. The resolved parton cross sections, daR, are defined 

such that every parton pair is ‘resolved’, that is Sij = (p, + P j ) 2 > -smin for each pair of 

partons, i and j .

Working with the formalism of the MS renormalisation scheme using 4 — 2e di

mensions, the next-to-leading order effective quark fragmentation function, X>q_>.7, for 

a quark of electric charge eq is related to the lowest order ‘bare’ fragmentation function, 

Z?q->7 by

£ W * )  =  - t w * )  -  -  r (1  _  £) ( ^ 7 )  [^(1 -  z)] '  * W * )>

where

w . )  =  1 +  (1 - f - 2

The 1/e  divergence present in the above can, in turn, be factorised into the bare 

fragmentation function, D(z),  at the arbitrary factorisation scale fiF'-

I W * )  = (z,pF) +  ( | j f )  { ( 1 +  (1~ 2)2)  log ( Smin̂ ~ 2))  +  4 -(3 .3 )
Non-Pert. Comp. \  /  I  \  % /  \  p F  '  '

Perturbative Component

V{z)  should, however, remain independent of the unphysical factorisation scale, //f, 

since it arises only through a shuffling of terms between the non-perturbative fragmen

tation function, D , and the perturbative contribution to V.  This implies that D(z,  fip) 

must satisfy an evolution equation determined by the perturbative component of V:

z,yiF) ( a £ \  A  +  ( l - z ) n  
a io g ( ^ )  z ) ’

Thus a measurement at any given factorisation scale can be related to a measurement
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at any other given scale.

Due to the manner in which soft and collinear poles are regulated in the MS scheme, 

an artificial pole has been introduced in the perturbative component of V  at z =  1. 

This means that the non-perturbative component, D (z,fip )9 must contain a similar 

divergence to cancel this, so that overall, V(z) is well-behaved as z —> 1. Also, this 

effective fragmentation function depends on the parton resolution parameter, smin, but 

when the fragmentation contribution is combined with the resolved (n +  1) parton +  7  

cross section, the individual 5min dependencies cancel.

At this order, the effective gluon fragmentation function receives no correction, 

since there is no gluon-photon collinear singularity. That is

= 7 (2).

However, in higher order calculations, the gluon fragmentation function becomes cou

pled with the quark fragmentation function through g —)■ q —> 7  splittings and has a 

similar dependence on the factorisation scale. The first process in which this fragmen

tation function enters is photon + 2-jet production.

3.4 The ‘Democratic’ Photon Isolation Algorithm

As was stated in Chapter 1, previous analyses of photon + jet events at Lep looked 

only at events where the photon was almost completely isolated from the hadronic 

debris, thus virtually eliminating the fragmentation contribution [17,18]. The elaborate 

two-step photon isolation procedure used in these analyses caused problems when 

trying to compare the measured photon + jet rates with those predicted by theoretical 

calculations, prompting the proposal of a new ‘democratic’ algorithm [33]. This 

approach considers photon emission as an integral part of the showering process, 

suggesting that all the final particles in the event, including the photon, should be 

clustered into jets using a suitable jet-finding algorithm. Events are selected only if 

they contain a photon possessing a required minimum fraction, zn, of the associated
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jet’s energy:
  jE*y ^

z '7  =  T? _L T? ^  2 c u t ’£"y + ^had

where E7 is the photon energy and E ^  is the energy of all accompanying hadrons in 

the ‘photon jet’. A zcut ~  1 corresponds to an almost completely isolated photon (i.e. 

the photon is the jet). By varying zcllt, photons can be selected with the desired degree 

of isolation.

There are several distinct jet-finding algorithms in use at Lep, the majority of which 

are termed successive recombination algorithms. The essence of these is that a test 

variable, yij is constructed from all possible pairs of particles in the event with momenta 

Pi and p j. The pair with the smallest mj are then combined to form a single pseudo

particle, provided yi3 is less than some threshold parameter, ycut. This is then repeated 

until no further pairings are possible, the remaining pseudo-particles being the jets.

The Durham, or kr, algorithm [36] is currently the most popular scheme, on the 

grounds that:

• it is ‘infra-red safe’ [37] (it gives equivalent results when either an arbitrarily 

soft particle is added to the event or an already present particle is split into two 

almost collinear particles),

• it allows the resummation of the large logarithms appearing in jet-rate calcula

tions,

• it leads to a more intuitive association of particles into jets.

In the Durham scheme, the resolution parameter, j/tJ , is based on the minimum kr 

of each particle with respect to the direction of the other. It is defined as

min (E f, E])
Vu =   -2(1  -  cos Oij) ,

c.m.

where E ij and 0,j are respectively the energies and relative angle between the particle 

pairs in the e+e“ centre of mass frame. Particle pairs are combined by adding their
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Figure 3.1: The three lowest order contributions to the 1-jet + photon cross section. 

4-momenta according to:

Enew ~  E {  -(- E j  

-* Enew . x
P n e w  —  T Z  . T T  [P i  +  P j )  i

\Pi +  P j  I

the so-called E-0 scheme.

3.5 The Photon + 1-jet Cross Section

Given that there is no (e+ e_ —>> 7  + 1  parton) process, the tree-level contribution to the 

photon + 1-jet cross section (Equation 3.1) and its one-loop correction terms (the first 

term in Equation 3.2) vanish. The first non-trivial contributions to the cross section 

are thus from e+e_ —> qq7  and e+e~ —> qq, where one of the quarks fragments into 

a photon. In the first case, the two quarks can either combine to form a single jet 

leaving the photon completely isolated (shown schematically in Figure 3.1a), or the 

photon may be combined with a soft quark to produce a jet (Figure 3.1b). Figure 3.1(c) 

represents the e+e~ —>• qq contribution where one of the quarks produces a photon 

during fragmentation. The quark-to-photon fragmentation function is thus present in 

the lowest order contributions to the 1-jet + photon cross section making the 1-jet + 

photon rate especially sensitive to it.

The contribution from the e+e“ —» qq7  process to the photon + 1-jet rate can be
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obtained by integrating the differential cross section (for massless quarks of charge eq)

where the parton energy fractions are given by xq =  2Eq/y /s, xq = 2Eq/y /s  and 

x7 = 2 — xq — xq. In terms of these energy fractions, the scaled pair invariant masses 

are given by

where ytJ =  s ^ /s  (Sij is the parton resolution parameter introduced above). By 

demanding that > smin for all partons i and j ,  the singularities in the matrix element 

along xq = 1 (collinear anti-quark and photon) and Xq = 1 (collinear quark and photon) 

are avoided.

Working with the Durham scheme and a jet resolution parameter ycut < 1 /3 , for 

photons with an energy fraction greater than zcut, the 1-jet + photon region is defined

The corresponding Dalitz plot is shown in Figure 3.2 for a ycut of 0.1 and a zcut of 

0.7. In region 1 the quark and antiquark combine to form a jet, while in regions 2 

and 3 the photon coalesces with the quark or antiquark respectively to form a mixed 

electromagnetic / hadronic cluster.

In the region of phase space where the quark or antiquark combine with the photon 

(regions 2 and 3), the fraction of electromagnetic energy in the cluster, z, is related to 

xq and xq by

by

3 :

2 :

1 : min

mm

mm

2 -  X q  -  X q  

2 Xq
(3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Dalitz plot for the qq + 7  final state in terms of the quark and antiquark 
energy fractions, x q and xq. The regions 1,2 and 3 show the 1-jet + photon phase space 
for ycut =  0.1 and zcut =  0.7 in the Durham scheme. Region 1 is where the quark 
and antiquark combine to form a jet; regions 2 & 3 are where the quark and antiquark, 
respectively combine with the photon
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in region 2 and by Equation 3.5 with xq and xq exchanged in region 3. By integrating 

over either xq or xq it is possible to obtain the 1-jet + photon cross section as a function 

of z.

In order to turn this analytic form into a physical cross section, it is necessary to 

know the process independent quark-to-photon fragmentation function, Dq̂ ( z ^ F )  

in the MS scheme. The next chapter uses the above calculation, in the context of a 

Monte Carlo program, to measure the non-perturbative component of the fragmentation 

function from the production rate of photon + 1-jet events.



Chapter 4 

A Measurement of the Photon 

Fragmentation Function

Using the cross section calculations introduced in the previous chapter, this chapter 

describes a measurement of the non-perturbative contribution to the quark-to-photon 

fragmentation function. After describing the procedure used to select hadronic events 

and the subsequent identification of energetic photons, the methods used to estimate 

the contamination of the selected sample from non-prompt photons are discussed. 

A procedure is then introduced to correct the data for acceptance limitations of the 

apparatus and possible reconstruction inefficiencies. A simple form for the non- 

perturbative contribution to the quark-to-photon fragmentation function is fitted to the 

data.

4.1 Selection of Photon Events 

Hadronic Event Selection

Hadronic events from Z° —> qq decays are selected by demanding they contain at least 

four charged tracks originating from within a cylinder, centred on the interaction point, 

of radius 2 cm and a length of ±10 cm along the beam direction. Each track should 

have a polar angle 9 such that |cos 0\ < 0.95, and comprise at least four reconstructed 

TPC coordinates. The total charged energy in the event must exceed 10% of the centre

49
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of mass energy. In addition, events must contain at least 15 reconstructed objects 

(either charged or neutral), with the total visible energy greater than 40% of the centre 

of mass energy. This ensures that contributions from Z° —> t + t ~  or 7 7  interactions 

are negligible (less than 0.05 % and 0.08 % respectively), while selecting hadronic 

events with an efficiency of 97.3 % [17]. A polar angle cut on the thrust axis of the 

event, |cos 0 thrust| < 0.9, is applied to ensure that the event is well-contained within the 

detector.

Photon Identification

As described in Chapter 2, during the reconstruction of an event, storeys in the elec

tromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) with a significant energy deposition (the threshold is 

30 MeV) are grouped together into clusters. These clusters may be large, with energy 

from photons and hadronic interactions often being merged. Photon candidates are thus 

selected from more compact clusters, formed after a second, more stringent clustering 

scheme has been applied (Section 2.3.3). Candidate clusters must not be associated 

with a charged track and must have an energy of 5 GeV or more. The vector from the 

interaction point to the barycentre of a cluster should have a polar angle 67 such that 

|cos 1 < 0.95, ensuring the cluster is completely contained within the ECAL. Candi

date clusters are further constrained in azimuth to avoid the ‘cracks’ between individual 

ECAL modules, ensuring that their energy is measured in a fully efficient region of the 

calorimeter. Similarly, clusters comprising towers from the overlap area between the 

barrel and end-cap sections are also excluded, since large correction factors must be 

applied to energies measured in this region.

The dominant background to the single photon selection is from the decays of 

energetic 7r°’s into two photons where the photon depositions overlap in the ECAL 

(see Section 4.2). This is reduced substantially by demanding that only one ‘compact’ 

cluster has been extracted from the original ‘large’ cluster, thus removing cases where 

the two decay photons are resolved by the second clustering algorithm.

In some cases the photon clusters overlap to the extent that they are not resolved by 

the second clustering algorithm. The background is thus further reduced by studying
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the energy distribution within the cluster. The matrix of second order moments of the 

energy weighted coordinates of each storey in the cluster is calculated then diagonalised 

to give two values, the major and minor moments of the cluster. For single photon 

clusters observed in e+e“ —>• e+e- 7  and e+e-  —> events, the distribution of

the major moment has been found to be different for clusters situated in the barrel and 

end-cap sections of the calorimeter, as shown in Figure 4.1. A similar discrepancy was 

observed for fully simulated Monte Carlo events. The energy dependence of the major 

moments of photon clusters in the above types of event was parameterised using the 

empirical form

^  B  +  C • Energy ’

These are shown as the solid lines in Figure 4.1. The distribution of the major moments 

was ‘renormalised’ to give a Gaussian distribution, centred on zero and with a width 

of one, independent of the energy or polar angle of the photon. That is,

W  — Wvv m e a s  ¥Y p a r  a m
&L =  ---------------------

"̂Wporom

where ox is the renormalised major moment, Wmeas and Wparam are the measured 

and parameterised major moments, respectively, and <Jwparam is the width of the 

parametrised distribution. In the case of Monte Carlo events, the distribution was 

adjusted to reproduce the data. Photon clusters are kept only if their renormalised 

major moment, ax satisfies —3 < ox < 2.

The efficiency of this photon selection procedure was measured using a sample of 

almost 23 000 simulated events, each containing a final state radiation (FSR) photon 

with an energy of at least 5 GeV. This corresponds to a sample equivalent to 2.7 million 

hadronic Z° decays. The efficiency is found to be 55 % and is almost independent of 

the photon energy. 15 % of the inefficiency comes from photon conversions and the 

|cos ^ |  < 0.95 cut, 20% is due to the requirement that the cluster is not linked to 

a charged track, near a ‘crack’, or in the overlap region, and 1 0 % is caused by the 

remaining selection criteria (a unique ‘compact’ cluster for each ‘large’ cluster, and the 

cut on the cluster’s major moment) but this does reduce the background by a factor of 

3 at 20 GeV, falling to a factor of 2 at 30 GeV.
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Figure 4.1: The major moment of single photon clusters in both barrel and end- 
regions of the ECAL as a function of the photon energy
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Figure 4.2: A 1-jet + photon event. The HCAL, ECAL and TPC subdetectors are 
labelled, as is the superconducting magnet coil.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show examples of events selected in this manner where the 

photon is almost completely isolated (that is, 2 ~  1 ).

4.2 Background Estimation and Subtraction

As discussed above, the non-FSR background in the selected sample of events arises 

mainly from the decays of neutral hadrons (7r°, 77, . . . )  into two or more photons where 

the photon depositions completely overlap in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Their 

contribution together with initial state radiation (ISR) and misidentified neutral hadrons 

is determined using events generated with JETSET and passed through a full simulation
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Figure 4.4: The number of events passing the selection criteria for a ‘photon + n-jet 
event’. The contribution from FSR photons is hatched.

of the A leph  detector. The estimated background is subtracted statistically from the 

data, bin-by-bin in Figure 4.4 shows the relative proportions of FSR ‘signal’ events 

to the non-FSR ‘background’ for the various event topologies over a z7 range from 0.7 

to 1 at a ycut of 0.03. The relative background is seen to be largest in events comprising 

a ‘photon jet’ plus one other hadronic jet. 88 % of this background arises from 7r° —► 27 

decays. Two independent methods were applied to determine the precision of the n° 

simulation in the Monte Carlo model.

In the first, it was noted that according to parton shower models, at least 90 % 

of 7r°’s produced with xe > 0.7 (xe =  ^ /^b eam ) originate from primary quark 

fragmentation or strong decays of resonances [38]. Isospin symmetry would imply that 

their production rate should be equal to the average of n + and n~ in the same kinematic
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region. The latter has been measured in A le p h  using charged tracks identified as 71-+ by 

dE /dx  measurements for z values up to 0.8 . The result agrees with J e t s e t  predictions 

to ± 6% in the range 0.6 < z < 0.8, as shown in Figure 4.5. Assuming the efficiency 

of identifying 7r+ is well simulated, it can be concluded that JETSET describes inclusive 

7T° production to an accuracy of ~  6% in this 2 range also.

The second method is less precise, but is valid over the full range of z values. 

Energetic 7r°’s (and 77’s) are reconstructed in 2-jet events when one photon converts in 

the materials surrounding the interaction region to produce an e+e~ pair. Candidate 

pairs are selected if their momenta are greater than 1 GeV and their invariant mass less 

than 200 Me V. The simulation of such pairs agrees well with the data, both in rate (to 

1 % up to 20GeV) and in radial distribution [39]. After selecting an e+e-  pair, the 

photon closest to it was used to determine the invariant mass of the e+e- 7  combination. 

Figure 4.6 shows the invariant mass distributions obtained for all such combinations 

with an energy greater than 30 GeV from both the data (609 combinations) and the 

Jetset simulation (955 combinations). The 7r° and 77 peaks are clearly visible above a 

small background. After fitting these spectra using a Gaussian for the 7r° peak and a 

polynomial for the background, the ratio of the Jetset prediction to the data is found 

to be 1.04 ±  0.12 for z > 0.7.

The remaining background of neutral hadrons (e.g. neutrons, K°’s) misidentified 

as photons is estimated from the same sample of simulated events. This background is 

about 2 % for 2-jet topologies and very small for the others, independent of ycut.

These results confirm the validity o f  the Jetset Monte Carlo for the non-FSR 

background estimation and its subsequent statistical subtraction.

4.3 Acceptance Corrections

In order to compare the data with QCD matrix element predictions, the measured photon 

+ rt-jet rates must be corrected for any detrimental detector and event reconstruction 

effects, such as the limited geometrical acceptance, photon identification inefficiency, 

and interactions of particles within the detector. These can be estimated using a sample 

of fully reconstructed hadronic events, each containing a prompt photon, generated
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Figure 4.6: The invariant mass of energetic e+e 7  systems from data (upper) and a 
Jetset  simulation (lower).
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with a parton shower Monte Carlo and processed with a detailed simulation of the 

ALEPH detector. Samples of events generated with Ariadne 4.2, Herwig 5.6 and 

J e t s e t  7.3 corresponding to 2.7,2.5 and 2.8 million hadronic events, respectively, were 

used for this. By comparing the (tfsr +  jets) rates at generator level and the resulting 

(7Reco +  jets) rates after the detector simulation and event reconstruction, the following 

matrix equation can be constructed

(7Reco + j  jets) =  ^2  ( 7 f s r  + i jets) Vi-*j-
Detector Level Generator Level

The leading diagonal components of V  correspond to efficiency and acceptance effects, 

while the off-diagonal components describe how event topologies are distorted by the 

finite detector resolution and imperfect event reconstruction. By inverting the above 

relation, the inverse matrix,?*-1, can be applied to the rates measured in data (after 

subtracting the estimated non-prompt background) to deduce what the undistorted, 

full-acceptance photon + jet rates would have been.

Applying the principal of ‘local parton-hadron duality’ (LPHD) [40], whereby the 

hadronic jets are mapped onto the hard partons of the matrix element calculation, these 

corrected rates can now be compared with the theoretical predictions. A different 

matrix, V ~ l , must be computed for each ycut value and z7 bin chosen.

The statistical uncertainties in the corrected data rates are evaluated using a simple 

error propagation of the form

8{V -1) = V ~1{8 V )V -\

where it is assumed that each element of V ~ l is independent. Although not strictly 

correct, the resulting error estimates for the components of 'P -1 are conservative as 

they are dominated by the large uncertainties arising from low data statistics.

Since an O (aas) matrix element calculation can produce a maximum of four 

partons in the final state, jet clustering was performed using a range of ycut values 

which restricted the number of jets in the event to be, at most, four (i.e. a photon ‘jet’ 

plus three others). With the Durham (kr) algorithm, this corresponds to ycut values
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z1 range Jetset A r ia d n e Herw ig

0.70 -  0.75 
0.75 -  0.80 
0.80 -  0.85 
0.85 -  0.90 
0.90 -  0.95 
0 .95 -1 .00

2.52 ±  0.88 
1.58 ±0.80 
1.46 ±0.50 
0.88 ±  0.40 
0.96 ±  0.36 
2.74 ±  0.56

3.02 ±1.02 
1.32 ±0.66 
1.80 ±0.58 
0.98 ±  0.44 
0.74 ±  0.26 
2.64 ±  0.52

2.02 ±  0.76 
1.62 ±0.82 
1.90 ±0.64 
1.08 ±0.48 
0.90 ±  0.32 
2.66 ±  0.54

Table 4.1: The fully corrected differential 1-jet + photon rates obtained at a ycut of 0.05, 
the acceptance correction matrix being derived using each of the three parton shower 
Monte Carlo models listed

> 0.01. This has the consequence of restricting V  to be a 3 x 3 matrix.

In general, V  was found to be a very symmetric matrix, with much larger com

ponents along the leading diagonal than elsewhere. Combined with the restriction 

that V  was of order 3, this resulted in a stable system when the matrix inversion was 

performed.

Table 4.1 lists the fully corrected differential one-jet + photon rates obtained using a 

7/cut of 0.05. The acceptance correction was done using each of the Monte Carlo models, 

Jetset , A r ia d n e  and Herw ig  in turn. Clearly, consistent results were obtained with 

each.

4.4 Measuring the Quark-to-Photon Fragmentation Func

tion

To obtain an estimate of the possible magnitude of the non-perturbative contribution 

to the effective quark-to-photon fragmentation function Dq̂ ( z 1fiir)1 a fixed order 

O (ac*5 ) Monte Carlo simulation was performed using the EEPRAD program [15, 33] 

where only the perturbative contribution to Equation 3.3 was considered. Figure 4.7 

shows the measured 1-jet + photon rate, differential in with the matrix element 

predictions obtained using three different values for the factorisation scale, fip. Only 

the first five data bins (from = 0.7 to z1 = 0.95) should be compared with the 

predictions, as the final bin (0.95 < z7 < 1) contains the contribution from the
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Figure 4.7: The 1-jet + photon cross section, differential in z7 and normalised to 
the total hadronic cross section, compared with matrix element predictions obtained 
using only the perturbative contribution to the effective quark to photon fragmentation 
function. A ycut of 0.1 was used.

component associated with completely isolated photon production (z7 ~  1) which 

arises when the quark and antiquark combine to form a jet (Figure 3.1a). This term 

was not included in the matrix element calculation. As expected from Equation 3.3 the 

prediction is strongly dependent on hf and is divergent for z7 -» 1.

The simplest possible non-perturbative contribution to the effective quark to photon 

fragmentation function which, in the MS scheme, satisfies the leading order evolution 

equation (Equation 3.4), while simultaneously cancelling the divergence at 2 =  1 in
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Figure 4.8: The differential 1-jet + photon cross section at a ycut of 0.1. The solid 
lines indicate predictions from a matrix element calculation, including a simple non- 
perturbative component, using a range of values for /i0, the scale below which the 
physics becomes non-perturbative.

the perturbative contribution, is given by

2W * lWf) =  ( 5 )  1 + (1z~ * )8log - (4.D

Figure 4.8 shows the effect of adding this non-perturbative component to the effective 

quark to photon fragmentation function using various choices for the scale /i0, while 

keeping fip fixed at 10 GeV. As expected, the z —> 1 divergence has now been removed.

Since a low value of /i0 gives a matrix element prediction which describes the shape 

of the data well but has a very poor overall normalisation with respect to the data, a
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Fit Result (|i0 = 0.16 GeV and B = -12.9)

Figure 4.9: The 1-jet + photon cross section, differential in z7, at a ycut of 0.1. The 
solid line is the best fit obtained, allowing /z0 and B  to vary, but keeping fixed at 
10 GeV (Equation 4.2).

constant term was added to the non-perturbative component given in Equation 4.1 such 

that it still satisfies the evolution equation.

A x 2 minimisation fit was then performed to the data, allowing //0 and B  to vary. The 

best fit was obtained with fi0 = 0.16 ±  0.20 GeV and B  =  —12.9 ±  2.9. This result is 

shown in Figure 4.9.

To test the independence of this result over ycut, the fit was repeated at three other
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2/cut Fit Results
B fJ'O X2/3

0.01 -12.0 ±3 .0 0.24 ±0.31 0.90
0.05 -12.5 ±3 .0 0.20 ±  0.25 0.33
0.1 -12.9 ±2 .9 0.16 ± 0.20 0.35
0.3 -12.9 ±2 .7 0.16 ±0.18 0.65

Table 4.2: Fit results for the non-perturbative component of the quark-to-photon frag
mentation function (Equation 4.2) over a range of ycut values

ycut values. Consistent values were found, as listed in Table 4.2. Figure 4.10 shows the 

predicted rates at various ycut values using the values B = —12.4 and /i0 =  0.20 GeV. 

Good agreement is seen with the data over a wide range of ycut values.

4.5 Summary

From a sample of almost 1.2 million hadronic Z° decays, a ‘democratic’ approach has 

been applied to select events comprising a ‘photon jet’ plus one other hadronic jet, a 

topology particularly sensitive to the quark-to-photon fragmentation function. After 

statistically subtracting the estimated non-FSR background, the data were corrected 

for any detrimental detector effects and reconstruction inefficiencies. Within the the

oretical framework of the MS renormalisation scheme, an O (acts) matrix element 

calculation has been used to measure the quark to photon fragmentation function at 

leading order in the high 2 region. This measurement provides a better description 

of quark bremsstrahlung in electron-positron collisions then was hitherto available 

and should be of use in describing the bremsstrahlung contribution to prompt photon 

production in high energy hadron-hadron collisions.
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0.1 and 0.3. The solid line shows the matrix element prediction obtained using the 
non-perturbative component determined at ycut =  0 .1.



Chapter 5 

Isolated Photon Production in 

Hadronic Events

As discussed in Chapter 1, all previous studies of quark bremsstrahlung at Lep were 

confined to isolated photons. Comparisons were made with parton shower models and 

QCD matrix element calculations [ 17,18]. Although large discrepancies were observed 

between the measured 7  +  1 jet rate and the corresponding theoretical predictions, 

some collaborations proceeded to make measurements of the electroweak couplings of 

u- and d-type quarks to the Z° boson [19], as outlined in Chapter 1. The multi-jet rates 

(7 +  >  2 jets) were, however, satisfactorily described. The comparisons with QCD 

parton shower models gave reasonable agreement for all the measured event properties. 

The disagreement with the matrix element calculations for the one-jet + photon rate is 

precisely in the region of phase space (well-separated energetic jet and photon) where 

one might expect this type of calculation to work best, certainly at least as well as, if 

not better than, parton shower models. This discrepancy between the calculations and 

the data raised questions about how best to match the theoretical definitions of isolated 

photons and partons with what is measured in the experiments. The result was the 

proposal of a new ‘democratic’ algorithm, introduced in Chapter 3.

This chapter applies the democratic algorithm to select events containing isolated 

photons (zcut ~  1), where the fragmentation contribution to the cross section is small, 

rather than photons embedded in hadronic jets (as in the previous chapter), and repeats

66
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some of the comparisons made in previous analyses where events were selected using 

the two-step isolation cone approach.

5.1 Photon + 1-jet Events

Working to O (acts), events with a jet containing an energetic photon and one other 

hadronic jet can be formed via the three diagrams shown in Figure 3.1. If the photon is 

required to be well isolated from the hadronic part of the event, then only the process 

shown in Figure 3.1(a) contributes. At lowest order, this process is independent of both 

as  and the quark to photon fragmentation function, depending only on electroweak 

coupling constants.

To test the agreement between the data and the O (a a s)  prediction for this process, 

the plots showing the differential 1-jet + photon cross sections obtained in the previous 

chapter were modified to show the effect of the additional component near z7 = 1 

(Figure 3.1a). The 0.95 < zy < 1 bin in the data distribution was split into two bins: 

0.95 < zy < 0.99 and 0.99 < z7 < 1. The process corresponding to Figure 3.1(a) was 

included in the O (aas) calculation. The comparison is shown in Figure 5.1 using four 

different ycut values. Particularly at higher ycut values, the data point corresponding 

to the Zy range 0.95 < Zy < 0.99 is considerably higher than the prediction. It was 

suggested [41] that this could be caused by the radiation of several soft gluons which 

become associated with the photon during jet clustering, with the overall effect that 

the resulting Zy is changed by a significant amount. Since the O (aas) calculation can 

accommodate the radiation of at most one gluon, this possibility cannot be included in 

the matrix element prediction.

This effect was investigated with a parton shower Monte Carlo model. Using only 

events containing a FSR photon, the final ‘on-shell’ partons were clustered into jets 

and the democratic photon isolation criteria applied. The same procedure was applied 

to the hadrons produced after the fragmentation phase of the model. Figure 5.2 shows 

the resulting Zy values for the FSR photons at parton level versus those obtained at 

hadron level. Clearly this ‘smearing’ effect is only present at the hadron level, thus 

ruling out the suggestion that it is due to multiple soft gluon radiation; it is more likely
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Figure 5.1: The 1-jet + photon rate, differential in z7, at four ycut values. The component 
for isolated photon production (zy ~  1) is included in the matrix element prediction
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Figure 5.2: The resulting z7 of FSR photons with jets clustered using ‘on-shell’ partons 
and hadrons.

to be due to a misassociation of soft hadrons during the jet clustering. Unfortunately, 

this excludes the possibility of comparing the measured rates of completely isolated 

photons (zy > 0.99) with those predicted by the O (aas) calculation, as any ‘smearing’ 

effect will cause an apparent reduction in the measured rates.

To overcome this, the measured differential rate was integrated between z7 =  0.95 

and z7 =  1, ensuring that any smearing from z7 ~  1 was included, and the results 

compared with the equivalent predictions. However, this procedure means that not 

only the isolated photon component is present, but also a contribution from the quark to 

photon fragmentation function (both perturbative and non-perturbative components). 

Figure 5.3 shows the differential 1 -jet + photon cross section, integrated from z1 =  0.95
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Figure 5.3: The differential 1-jet + photon cross section, integrated from Zy =  0.95 to 
zy = 1. The solid line represents the O (aas) prediction, using the previously fitted 
quark to photon fragmentation function, extrapolated to Zy =  1.

to Zy =  1, over a range of ycut values. Overall, good agreement is found between the 

matrix element calculation and the data, although a discrepancy is observed at higher 

2/cut values. This may be attributable to missing higher order corrections [41].

5.2 Photon + 2 and 3-jet Events

Unlike the photon + 1-jet case, tree-level diagrams exist for the e+e-  -» 7  +  2 and 3 

parton processes, therefore the quark-to-photon fragmentation function appears only 

at next-to-leading order. The cross section for 7 + > 2 jets is thus dominated by the
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as
0.160
0.165
0.170
0.175

0.156
0.163
0.168
0.187

Table 5.1: Calculated values for RJ as a function of as  at a ycut of 0.01

lowest order contribution, which occurs only for Zy ~  1. However, since the leading 

order QCD corrections to the cross section calculation involve the resolved parton 

one-loop qq7  and bremsstrahlung qq^g matrix elements, the complete cross section 

now depends on a s.

In an analogous manner to the 1-jet + photon case, the O ( 0:0:5 ) matrix element 

predictions for the 2- and 3-jet + photon rates were compared with the data by integrating 

the differential cross section from z7 =  0.95 to Zy = 1, ensuring that any ‘smearing’ of 

the zy ~  1 component was also taken into account. Figure 5.4 shows this comparison 

where an o s(M |0) value of 0.12 (the current LEP average value [42]) was used in the 

matrix element calculation. At lower ycut values, the agreement is not good: the 2-jet 

+ photon rate is over-estimated, whilst the predicted 3-jet + photon rate is well below 

that observed in the data. However, since the matrix element calculations are to first 

order in as, the effective value of the strong coupling constant need not necessarily be 

the same as that obtained from measurements of quantities calculated to second order 

in a s or with resummed calculations.

To determine a more suitable value of as to substitute in the calculation, the relative 

2- and 3-jet + photon rates were studied. The ratio

Rt  =  <t(3 jet +  7 )
3 c(2 jet +  7 ) +  <t(3 jet +  7 )

is a measure of the first order a s relevant for this work and is independent of the total 

cross section. Using a ycut value of 0.01, the value of R% measured in the data is 

0.166 ±  0.025. Table 5.1 lists the values obtained from the matrix element calculation 

as a function of a s.
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Figure 5.4: The photon + 2- and 3-jets rates showing the O (aas) prediction using a 
value of a s =  0.120

Using an a s value of 0.17 in the matrix element calculation gives much better 

agreement with the measured photon + jet rates (Figure 5.5). This value of a s is in 

agreement with values found by the Opal and L3 collaborations when determining the 

electroweak coupling constants of quarks using the method outlined in Chapter 1 [19] 

and that obtained by the Opal collaboration in a fit to the jet rates in hadronic events

[43]. The higher as value is effectively compensating for the missing higher order 

contributions to the matrix element calculation and other scheme-dependent factors

[44], suggesting that the O (aas) matrix element calculation really is modelling the 

isolated photon production well.
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Figure 5.5: The photon + 2- and 3-jets rates compared to an O ( a a 5) prediction 
obtained using the ‘first order’ strong coupling constant, as  =  0.170
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5.3 Comparisons With Parton Shower Models

As discussed in Chapter 1, several different models exist which attempt to describe the 

production of hadronic events. These models have many parameters whose values are 

fixed by ‘tuning’ them to give a good description of measured event shape variables and 

particle production rates. Since the processes of photon and gluon emission from quarks 

are so similar, once the hadronic model has been fixed there is virtually no freedom 

to adjust the photon production rate. Whereas the hadronic distributions sum over the 

quark and gluon contributions, photons probe specifically the quark evolution. Thus 

comparing the predicted photon production rates from the various models with those 

measured in the data provides a good test of how best to model the parton evolution 

mechanism.

Figure 5.6 shows the photon + 1 , 2  and 3-jet rates obtained at various ycut values 

using a zcut of 0.99 compared with predictions from three parton shower Monte Carlo 

programs. In the photon + 1-jet case, A r ia d n e  describes the data reasonably well, but 

Herw ig  and Jetset do not. All three models under-estimate the photon + 2-jet rate, 

although H erw ig  and A r ia d n e  are considerably better than Jetset  . All three models 

describe the photon + 3-jet rate reasonably well, but the large statistical errors on the 

data make it difficult to draw any conclusions.

5.4 Comparisons With Previous Analyses

As has already been mentioned, the ‘democratic’ photon isolation method was in

troduced to remove ambiguities in matching the phase space definitions between the 

theoretical calculations and the experimental measurements. Good agreement has 

been found between an O (acts) matrix element calculation and the experimental data 

for each event topology, unlike the previous analyses where large discrepancies were 

observed, particularly in the photon + 1-jet case.

This can be illustrated further by considering the total photon + jets rate. Figure 5.7 

shows this as a function of ycut with the corresponding O (aas) matrix element predic

tion using a s values of 0.12 and 0.17. The agreement with the a s =  0.17 prediction is
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Figure 5.6: The photon + 1 , 2  and 3-jet rates over a range of ycut values, using a photon 
zcut of 0.99, with predictions from parton shower models. The shaded bands represent 
the statistical errors on the model predictions
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Figure 5.7: The total photon + jets rate as a function of ycut compared with predictions 
from an O (aas) matrix element calculation at a 3 =  0.12 and a s = 0.17. Photon 
isolation was performed using the ‘democratic’ algorithm with a zcut = 0.95.

good over the full range of ycut values. An equivalent comparison with several O (a a s )  

matrix element calculations using the 2-step ‘cone’ algorithm is shown in Figure 5.8 

(taken from Reference [17]). Particularly at lower ycut values the agreement is very 

poor, showing clearly the merits of using the democratic approach.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 compare the total rates predicted by parton shower Monte 

Carlo models with those measured in the data as a function of ycut using both the 

democratic and cone isolation methods respectively (where Figure 5.10 was taken 

from Reference [17]). The overall trends in the models are seen to be consistent 

between schemes, with A r ia d n e  predicting more photon + jets events than Herw ig  

which in turn predicts more than Jetset . The agreement with the data, however, is not
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Figure 5.8: The total photon + jets rate as a function of ycut compared with predictions 
from various O (aas) matrix element calculations using the ‘cone’ isolation algorithm. 
GNJETS is the Monte Carlo model based on the matrix element calculation by Kramer 
& Spiesberger [16]; GS is the ‘cone algorithm’ Monte Carlo implementation of the 
calculation by Glover & Stirling [15].
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consistent: using the democratic scheme, A r ia d n e  predicts the total rate rather well 

whilst Jet se t  and Her w ig  underestimate it, but with the cone algorithm both A r ia d n e  

and H er w ig  overestimate the data with Jetset  underestimating it.

5.5 Summary

The ‘democratic’ photon isolation algorithm has been applied to select isolated photons 

in hadronic events, as opposed to those embedded within jets of hadrons. To allow 

comparisons to be made with predictions from a QCD matrix element calculation, it 

was necessary to study the integrated cross section, from z1 =  0.95 to =  1 since 

a smearing effect due to a misassociation of soft hadrons during jet clustering was 

observed in the 0.95 < z1 <  0.99 range. Unlike previous analyses which used the 

two-step cone isolation algorithm, good agreement was found between the measured

1-jet + photon rate and that predicted by an O (0 0 5 ) calculation. Good agreement 

between the data and predictions for the photon + 2- and 3-jet rates was also observed, 

after substituting a value of a s (M |)  =  0.17 into the matrix element calculation to 

compensate for the missing higher order terms.

Although good agreement was found between the theoretical calculation of the 

photon + jet rates, no attempt was made to measure the electroweak couplings of 

u- and d-type quarks to the Z° boson. The precision now currently achievable by 

tagging heavy flavour decays of the Z° and subsequently measuring the decay widths 

r(Z° -»■ bb) and T(Z° -* cc), < 2% and ~  8% respectively [47, 48], means that the 

corresponding results quoted in Reference [19] (with precisions of 19% and 10%) from 

isolated photon production are not competitive.

Comparisons were also made with parton shower Monte Carlo models. None of 

the models was seen to describe the individual jet rates satisfactorily, but A r ia d n e  did 

predict the total isolated photon + jet rate well.
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Figure 5.9: The total photon + jets rate as a function of ycut compared with predictions 
from three parton shower Monte Carlo models. Photons were isolated using the 
democratic algorithm.
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Chapter 6

Fragmentation in Events Containing 

an Isolated Photon

6.1 Introduction

Some recent studies of hadronic events at Lep have been aimed at ‘tuning’ parton 

shower Monte Carlo models to describe correctly the event shape variables and inclusive 

particle production rates observed in the data [45, 46]. The tuned models have then 

been used to generate events at lower centre of mass energies and the predictions 

compared with data taken at other, lower energy experiments, resulting in plots such 

as those shown in Figure 6.1 (taken from Ref. [45]; the variable thrust, sphericity and 

aplanarity are defined in Section 6.2). It was thus possible to examine how well the 

models are able to explain the variation of event properties over a wide e+e_ centre of 

mass energy range from 14 to 91 GeV.

Isolated photons in hadronic events are usually radiated by quarks during the 

early stages of a parton shower, before any hadronisation effects begin [14]. Such 

photons, carrying no colour charge, play no part in the subsequent fragmentation 

process and emerge from the event essentially unchanged from their creation. Energy 

and momentum conservation imply that the energy available to produce the hadronic 

final state in these events is less than in events which do not comprise an isolated photon. 

Comparing the hadronic part of such events with parton shower model predictions offers
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Figure 6 .1: Predictions for the mean charged particle multiplicity, sphericity, aplanarity 
and (1 -  thrust) from some Monte Carlo models (‘tuned’ at 91 GeV) compared with 
data taken at L ep and from other e+e~ colliders operating at lower centre-of-mass 
energies (taken from Ref. [45].
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an alternative possibility to test the energy dependence of hadronisation models, with 

the advantage that all the data are taken using the same apparatus.

Specifically, if the Z° is produced at rest in the detector, it has 4-momentum

remaining hadrons must have a 4-momentum of (Mz — — p7). In the centre of mass

mass of the hadronic system in the detector and hadronic c.m. frames, one obtains

For 0 < Ery < Mz/2, one obtains 0 < Ehad < Mz. Thus by boosting into the centre 

of mass frame of the hadronic system in events containing an isolated photon, it is 

possible to study hadronic systems over a large range of centre of mass energies.

6.2 Centre of Mass Energy Dependence of Hadronic 

Systems

To study the properties of hadronic systems at various energies, the four variables illus

trated in Figure 6 .1 were used: namely, the average multiplicity of charged particles, 

the average sphericity, the average planarity and the average (1 -  thrust). Sphericity 

S  = 3(Qi +  Q2)/2 and aplanarity A  =  3/2<Ji are computed from the eigenvalues 

Qi < Q2 < Q3 of the normalised 3 x 3  sphericity tensor Ma/? =  J2iP*a • Pip/ E*P?» 

where a, (3 denote the x,y,z momentum components of particle i. The thrust value is 

defined as

where n is the thrust axis.

Events comprising an isolated photon were selected using the democratic method, 

jet clustering being performed with the ‘Durham’ algorithm (ycut =  0.001) and a photon 

zcut of 0.99. A low 7/cut and high zcut combination was chosen to maximise the number

(Mz,0 ). If a photon is subsequently radiated with 4-momentum {E1^p1) then the

frame of the hadrons, the hadronic 4-momentum is (Ehad, 0). Equating the invariant

E l ,  = (Mz - E r f - f  

=  Mz(M z - 2 £ 7).

max
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of selected events, whilst keeping the contamination from non-FSR backgrounds low. 

Figure 6.2 shows the comparison between the data and predictions from three parton 

shower models (Jetset  7.3, A r ia d n e  4.1 and Herw ig  5.6). All quantities, except 

the average charged particle multiplicity, exhibit a decrease with increasing hadronic 

centre of mass energy. This is expected since the jets of the dominant 2-jet structure 

become narrower as the initiating quark and anti-quark become more energetic, and the 

strong coupling constant a 3 decreases with increasing energy. The average multiplicity 

of charged particles increases with increasing energy since more energy is available to 

create hadrons. The agreement between the data and the models is good, although the 

statistical errors are large.

Figure 6.3 shows the same data points as Figure 6.2 but the Monte Carlo model 

predictions were obtained by generating events at lower centre of mass energies using 

the parameter values ‘tuned’ at 91 GeV. Although the models give a good description 

of the mean charged particle multiplicity, they do not predict the three other quantities 

so well. The open points in Figure 6.3 are predictions from H erw ig  where the Z° was 

forced to decay only to u- and c-type quarks, as events containing an isolated photon 

are predominantly of this type. These points do not differ significantly from those 

obtained using the full five-flavour sample.

Since it is the predictions for the event shape-type variables which disagree with the 

data but not those for the average charged particle multiplicities (which should depend 

only on the available rest-mass), it would appear that by radiating a photon the partons 

are disturbed to the extent that the remaining hadronic system can no longer be described 

analogously to an e+e~ —v hadrons event at a lower centre of mass energy. This may 

be because the hadronic system in Z° 7  4 - hadrons events is more analogous to a 

hadronic system produced in a 7 7  collision than in a purely hadronic Z° decay, since 

the Z° — 7  coupling is not point-like. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 6.4. 

Unfortunately, the hadronic events arising from the process shown in Figure 6.4(c) tend 

not to be well contained in the detector, making a comparable analysis difficult.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between data and parton shower models for various quantities 
over a range of hadronic centre of mass energies. In all cases the hadronic system is 
obtained from events comprising an isolated photon.
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Figure 6.4: Some production mechanisms for hadronic final states: (a) Purely hadronic 
Z° decay; (b) Z° —>• 7  +  hadrons; (c) 7 7  —> hadrons



Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

7.1 Measurement of the Quark to Photon Fragmenta

tion Function

Previous analyses of photon emission in hadronic events [17,18] looked only at isolated 

photon production, the photons being accompanied by essentially no hadronic energy. 

This was thought necessary to keep the dominant background from energetic 7r° decays 

into two overlapping photons manageable, since 7r°’s are usually accompanied by addi

tional hadronic debris. Comparisons were made with predictions from various parton 

shower Monte Carlo models, with the hope of gaining some insight into the parton 

evolution mechanism. Comparisons with O (aas) matrix element calculations were 

complicated by ambiguities in matching the phase space definitions between theory and 

experiment, a consequence of the elaborate two-step photon isolation algorithm which 

was used. However, many features of the data were well described by the calculations, 

giving confidence that the process was well measured and understood.

It was recently suggested [33] that a safer approach would be to cluster ‘demo

cratically’ all the particles in an event into jets, then look for photons possessing a 

substantial fraction of their associated jet’s energy. Assuming local parton-hadron 

duality, the jets of particles can be mapped onto the partons of the matrix element 

calculation, removing any phase space matching ambiguities. However, by allowing 

hadronic energy to accompany the photon, the perturbatively divergent possibility that

88
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the photon was radiated collinearly from a quark is introduced. This is expected to 

happen only at late times, so that in practice the quark has already hadronised and this 

final state collinear divergence can be regularised and subsequently factorised into a 

perturbative component and a non-perturbative quark to photon fragmentation func

tion, JDq_>7. Given that there is no e+e_ —► 7  +  1 parton process, the first non-trivial 

contributions to the photon + 1-jet rate come from e+e_ —> qqy and e+e“ —>■ qq, 

where one of the quarks fragments, producing a photon. The photon + 1-jet rate is thus 

especially sensitive to Dq̂ .

Selecting photons accompanied by hadronic energy introduces a large background 

from energetic n0 —> 7 7  decays where the photon clusters overlap in the electro

magnetic calorimeter, particularly in the 1-jet + photon case. After checking that 

the JETSET Monte Carlo model, which had previously been tuned to describe various 

measured event shape variables and charged particle production rates, gave an accurate 

description of the energetic n° production rate, the non-FSR background in the selected 

sample was estimated and subtracted statistically in bins of zy. The measured photon 

+ jet rates were then corrected for incomplete geometrical acceptance, reconstruction 

inefficiencies and photon conversion losses.

Working to O (aas) within the formalism of the MS renormalisation scheme , an 

analytical form for Z)q_j.7 cannot be derived, although its evolution in terms of an 

unphysical scale which divides the perturbative and non-perturbative contributions, is 

known. The simplest form for Dq̂  which satisfies this evolution equation, whilst 

simultaneously cancelling any unphysical singularities in the perturbative contribution 

and removing any overall dependence on from the cross section is given by

-  ( g )  l"g ( j f l f b j i )  +  B

where B  fixes the initial value of D when yp  = yo- With yp  fixed at a value of 10 GeV, 

a x 2 minimisation fit was performed to the data over the range 0.7 < z1 <  0.95, where 

fi0 and B  were free parameters. The minimum\ 2 was found with =  0.20±0.25 GeV 

and B  =  —12.4 ±  2.95. This result was found to be valid over a large range of ycut 

values.
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7.2 Isolated Photon Production

To test the O (a a s )  matrix element calculation predictions for isolated photon produc

tion, which in the case of one-jet + photon events depends only on the electroweak 

quark couplings and not on a s , the previously measured quark to photon fragmentation 

function was extrapolated from z1 = 0.95 to zn = 1. The data, however, showed 

evidence that a fraction of the isolated photon component (z1 > 0.99) was populating 

the 0.95 <  z7 < 0.99 bin. A study of the resulting z7 of FSR photons before and 

after hadronisation using a parton shower model showed that this ‘smearing’ effect 

was due to misassociation of soft hadrons with the ‘photon jet’ during jet clustering. 

To overcome this, the integrated rate from z1 =  0.95 to =  1 was compared with 

the corresponding prediction, although this introduced a contribution from the frag

mentation component. In general, good agreement was found between the data and 

the matrix element calculation, indicating that the ‘democratic’ algorithm has indeed 

removed the difficulties in matching the phase space definitions between theory and 

experiment inherent in the previous cone-based algorithms.

In the case of events comprising an isolated photon plus two or more hadronic jets, 

the fragmentation component does not contribute to the cross section at lowest order, 

but only appears at next to leading order. The dominant contribution is therefore from 

isolated photon production. As for the 1-jet + photon events, the integrated rate from 

z1 =  0.95 to z7 =  1 was compared with the equivalent matrix element predictions. 

Using a value of as = 0.12, the matrix element prediction over-estimated the rate of

2-jet + photon events, and under-estimated the 3-jet + photon rate. Increasing as  to 

0.17 resulted in much better agreement, suggesting that the larger as  value is effectively 

compensating for missing higher order terms in the O (aas) cross section calculation.

Similar comparisons were also made with the parton shower models JETSET. Herl- 

w ig  and A r ia d n e . In the case of events comprising an isolated photon plus onie 

hadronic jet, A r ia d n e  was in good agreement with the data over a wide range of ycult 

values, but Herw ig  and JETSET underestimated the rate considerably. All three modells 

underestimated the 2-jet + photon rate, although the A r ia d n e  and H erw ig  predictions 

were somewhat better than JETSET. The 3-jet + photon rate was well described by aUl
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three models, but the low statistics make a comparison between the models difficult. 

A r ia d n e  also gave the best agreement with the total photon + jets rate. A possible 

explanation for the apparently better agreement of A r ia d n e  compared to Je t se t  and 

H erw ig  may lie in the fact that both Jetset  and Herw ig  employ a parton shower 

model to generate a set of partons which are subsequently hadronised, but A r ia d n e  

uses a model based on radiating dipoles to generate the partons. The probability of 

parton radiation in the dipole model is calculated from exact first order matrix elements 

which are equivalent to the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions used in the parton shower 

models only in the limit where one parton retains its energy.

Although the ambiguities in matching the phase-space definitions between theory 

and experiment appear to have been resolved through the use of the democratic algo

rithm, no attempt was made to measure the electroweak couplings of u- and d-type 

quarks to the Z° boson. The precision now currently achievable by tagging heavy 

flavour decays of the Z° and subsequently measuring Tbb and TCc (< 2 % and ~  8 %, 

respectively [47, 48]) means that the results quoted in Reference [19] (with precisions 

of 19% and 10%) obtained from measurements of isolated photon production are not 

competitive.

7.3 Hadronisation in Events Including an Isolated Pho

ton

Isolated photons in hadronic events are generally radiated during the early stages of 

the parton evolution, taking no further part in the subsequent hadronisation process. 

They thus have the effect of removing energy from the partons, with the result that the 

hadronic system is produced at a lower energy than would otherwise have been the 

case. Comparisons of some event variables measured in the hadronic centre of mass 

frame of events comprising an isolated photon with equivalent predictions from some 

parton shower models show good agreement over a range of hadronic centre of mass 

energies. Similar comparisons using simulated events generated at lower centre of 

mass energies show good agreement for the mean charged particle multiplicity, which
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depends only on the energy available to produce hadrons, but event shape variables 

are not in such good agreement. The hadronic system in events containing an isolated 

photon attributable to quark bremsstrahlung cannot therefore be described analogously 

to hadronic events produced at lower centre of mass energies.

7.4 Possible Future Developments

As was illustrated in Chapter 1 of this thesis, there is currently a large discrepancy 

between the inclusive prompt photon production rate measured at hadron-hadron col

liders and the rates predicted from next-to-leading order QCD calculations, particularly 

when the photon has a low transverse momentum (Figures 1.4 and 1.5). It would be 

interesting to see if including the quark-to-photon fragmentation function measured in 

Chapter 4 in the calculations could reduce this discrepancy.

As more data are collected with the Aleph detector (after the end of the 1994 data 

taking period, almost 4 million Z° decays will have been collected in all — almost four 

times the sample used in the present analysis), a measurement of the quark coupling 

constants from the Z° —► hadrons and Z° —>■ hadrons +  7  cross sections, as described 

in Chapter 1, may become interesting, as might a measurement of the Z° ->• bb7  cross 

section. A significant discrepancy between the latter quantity and its standard model 

prediction could be evidence for decays of the Z° into a Higgs boson and a photon

e+e~ —> Z° —> /i7

where the h subsequently decays into bb.

As described in Chapter 5, the 2-jet + photon rate is dominated by the lowest order 

contribution to the cross section which occurs at ~  1. However, the fragmentation 

function contribution comes from the lowest order e+e~ -» qqg process which is 

potentially sensitive to the gluon fragmentation function. A measurement of the non- 

perturbative component of this, Dĝ  (z , /if ) may be used as input to other calculations, 

in much the same way as the quark-to-photon fragmentation function.
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